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Cost-benefit analysis plays a significant role in the process of siting hazardous waste 

facilities throughout the United States. Controversy regarding definitively disparate, albeit 

unintentional, racist practices in reaching these siting decisions abounds, yet cost-benefit analysis 

stands incapable of commenting on normative topics. This thesis traces the developments of both 

cost-benefit analysis and its normative cousin utilitarianism by focusing on the impacts they have 

had on the contemporary environmental justice discourse and highlighting valid claims, 

misunderstandings, and sedimented ideas surrounding the popularity of cost-benefit analysis. 

This analysis ultimately leads to an alternative means of realizing environmental justice that both 

acknowledges the need for greater democratic interactions and attempts to work with, rather than 

against, the prevailing paradigm of reaching siting decisions. 
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No society can surely be flourishing and happy, of which by far the 

greater part of the numbers are poor and miserable. 

  - Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the inception of the environmental justice movement in the early 1960s,
1
 

discussions of cost-benefit analysis have, until recently, largely been touched on only indirectly.  

Even in the instances where it is addressed, we often see the critique by proxy as utilitarian ideals 

in a much broader sense are addressed as a basis for decision making regarding the siting of 

hazardous waste facilities.  These critiques have centered around descriptions of utilitarianism‟s 

inability to determine a just course of action, and the inappropriateness of having cost-benefit 

analysis comment on normative issues.  It was not until the 1980s when the environmental 

justice movement truly took root amongst the minority populations of the United States through 

the civil rights movement
2
 that more aggressive attacks were directed at the methods of reaching 

siting decisions themselves.  Following this infusion of civil rights concerns, much of the critique 

transitioned to a focus on social discrimination, in particular racial discrimination, through the 

siting of hazardous waste facilities.  It would not be until the mid 1990s, however, that open, 

explicit and direct questioning of the merits of cost-benefit analysis and its tacit utilitarianism 

would emerge.  What many authors in the movement have not accounted for, however, is the 

progressive evolution of cost-benefit analysis and utilitarianism from the late 1770s to the late 

1930s and from the late 1750s to particularly the late 1960s and early 1970s respectively, as well 

as the many sedimented assumptions built into this model. 

                                                           
1
 Thinkers such as Robert Bullard in Dumping in Dixie and Sarah Farhat in Environmental Racism: The PIBBY 

Principle amongst others place the start of the environmental justice movement in the 1980s, while others could 

intelligibly argue such a discourse began as far back as the 1890s with George Waring and the white wings of New 

York City.  I have chosen to place the start of the environmental justice movement in the 1960s to coincide with the 

publication of Rachel Carson‟s Silent Spring both because of its importance to the broader environmental 

movement, but also for the impact that it would have on the creation of the Environmental Protection Agency and 

later discourse. 

2
 Robert D. Bullard, Dumping in Dixie, 3

rd
 ed. (Boulder: Westview Press, 2000), 29. 
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This is not to suggest that the contemporary forms of these disciplines have been wholly 

transformed and no longer bear any resemblance to their earliest iterations.  Nor is it to suggest 

that all contemporary discussions of cost-benefit analysis and utilitarianism are little more than 

straw man arguments.  It is, however, intended to highlight the potential for sufficient alterations 

to have taken place for better or worse that would have an effect on extant critiques.  It is my 

intention in this thesis to explore this very evolutionary process.  In the first place, this thesis will 

reflect on the changes that have taken place both in utilitarianism and cost-benefit analysis, how 

they have drifted apart, and the impacts the two have had throughout the environmental justice 

movement.  In the second place, I will also attempt to take the evolution of utilitarianism and 

cost-benefit analysis one step further by attempting to resolve the differences between the 

normative and economic critiques of the two systems in such a way as to offer a new and 

beneficial means of reflecting on aspects of the current environmental justice discourse, 

critiquing siting decisions, and coming closer to a fairer distribution of hazardous waste disposal 

facilities.  Before that can be done, however, it is necessary to reflect briefly on the earliest 

stages of the environmental justice movement as well as cost-benefit analysis to see where they 

began and highlight some of the changes that are already evident.   

While the environmental justice movement itself has evolved to comment on a wide 

variety of topics, its continued focus on issues of racial discrimination through the siting of 

hazardous facilities is understandable if we look back at the events that were unfolding during 

the movement‟s infancy.  On the one hand, there was the birth of the contemporary activist 

environmental movement with the publication of Rachel Carson‟s landmark text, Silent Spring, 

in 1962.  On the other hand, the Civil Rights movement and growing calls from all corners of the 

United States for an end to discrimination in all its forms were dominating the public discourse.  
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While the two arguments did not immediately appear to naturally fit together, in hindsight it now 

appears that such a merger of these two social movements was inevitable.  What was not, and in 

many ways still is not, obvious is the manner in which the earliest moments of the environmental 

movement would result in the increasingly widespread usage of cost-benefit analysis.    

The perfect storm of social outrage, human and environmental tragedy, and the slowly 

rising popularity of then nouveau empirical means of evaluation had the unintended consequence 

of spurring the expansion of cost-benefit analysis‟ sphere of influence.  During the window of 

social and political uncertainty that coloured the United States throughout the 1960s, as the 

people called for their social contract to be expanded to cover chemical risks to the environment 

and the people, the government itself fell back on cost-benefit analysis for its operational 

foundation.  The clearly defined terms of greater gains than costs in a given endeavour and the 

empirical means by which these conclusions were demonstrated offered a substantive foundation 

upon which decisions could be built regarding the practical implications of a project.  It was this 

transparency and lucid rationalism offered by cost-benefit analysis that allowed it to thrive on a 

level it had never before experienced. 

  

Section 1 

Carson had a tremendous impact both on government legislation and on corporate 

pesticide manufacturers.  Her carefully crafted exposition on the dangers of DDT and other 

pesticides that used cyanide and chlorinated hydrocarbons as a base took the reader on a 

captivating jaunt through the ecosystem from the microscopic to the macroscopic.  All along the 

way, she put on display the hazards involved in the use of these pesticides.  As one might expect, 

the text invoked the wrath of the chemical companies even before it was published, with around 
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a quarter of a million dollars having been spent on a smear campaign to cast her as a hysterical, 

out of control woman.
3
  Given the tone of our contemporary social and political discourse, we 

might expect to find that throughout Silent Spring Carson decried in her trademark poetic fashion 

the heinous corporate campaign that caused such poisons to be introduced into the average 

household.  We could even assume she launched attacks against the science behind the safety 

studies as having been falsified or modified by corporate interests in some way to portray these 

pesticides as safe for broad human and environmental use.  We could assume these things, but 

we would be wrong. 

Counter to what one would expect, her work makes relatively little direct criticism of 

corporate interests and does not once bring up the prospect of any sort of cost-benefit analysis 

having been done, let alone being at fault.  In large part, this is because at the time when Carson 

was writing in the early 1960s, the environmental impact statements that, in contemporary times, 

make heavy use of cost-benefit analysis were not required of the corporate interests.  Instead, 

Carson‟s targets were the municipal and state governments who had aggressively pursued 

pesticide spraying campaigns in spite of protests by their citizens and evidence that the results 

would be environmentally devastating,
4
 and a federal government that simply failed to properly 

recognize chemical threats to the population and properly regulate hazardous materials.
5
 

While Silent Spring was significant for spurring the growth of the environmental 

movement, in many ways her work is also responsible for the contemporary governmental 

structure that has prompted the emergence of the environmental justice movement and the debate 

over the proper use of cost-benefit analysis.  Following publication of her work in 1962, 

                                                           
3
 Rachel Carson, Silent Spring, 40

th
 Anniversary ed. (New York: Mariner Books, 2002), xvii. 

4
 Ibid, 158-161, 165-168. 

5
 Ibid, 75-79. 
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President John F. Kennedy ordered an inquiry into the legitimacy of her claims which, upon 

validation, prompted development of new safety legislation regarding pesticide usage that slowly 

crept its way through the United States Congress.
6
  The inquest and subsequent public outcry 

later coupled with the 1969 Santa Barbara oil spill produced a perfect storm of mass public 

outrage that culminated in the development and implementation of the National Environmental 

Policy Act of 1969.
7
  Amongst other things, the Act established the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) and put in place requirements for environmental impact statements based off of a 

system of analyzing costs and benefits related to a proposal to be performed and submitted to the 

EPA for approval before projects could be implemented. 

 

Section 2 

Over the next 20 years, the dominant activist discourse was principally focused on either 

civil rights or environmentalism.  While there were some sporadic undertakings by the civil 

rights movement centered on environmental issues dating back as far as Martin Luther King Jr.‟s 

work,
8
 for the most part the two remained relatively separate.  The United Church of Christ‟s 

(UCC) 1987 Toxic Wastes and Race in the United States report helped to draw attention to and 

eventually bridge that very gap.  It touched on many of the ideas which would become 

increasingly evident in the environmental justice movement as it progressed, yet stopped short of 

making a critique explicitly targeting corporate siting policies.  Instead, we can see throughout 

this first of three reports to be published by the UCC early evidence of a realization that some 

form of cost-benefit analysis may be at play, though with politically measured tact such concerns 

                                                           
6
 Ibid, xvii. 

7
 Ibid, xviii. 

8
 Robert Figueroa and Claudia Mills, “Environmental Justice,” In A Companion to Environmental Philosophy, ed. 

Dale Jamieson, 426-438 (New York: Blackwell, 2001), 428-429. 
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were addressed only indirectly.  It would not be until their later publications in 1994, but 

particularly in 2007 that the language would become much stronger and a greater emphasis 

would be placed both on corporate interests and decision making methods used by the federal, 

state, and local governments. 

Looking at the initial 1987 report itself, the UCC observed that legislation which had 

previously been lacking in regards to requirements for the proper handling of hazardous waste 

materials had been implemented in the late 1970s.
9
  While this legislation was a beneficial first 

step in curbing prior abuses, the report added that there were several reasons as to why the 

environmental movement may not have yielded more dividends for minority communities.  

These assertions were reinforced by indications of what hurdles could be overcome that might 

invite more minority groups into the discourse. 

First, there was the problem of the environmental movement being composed of 

predominantly middle and upper class white Americans.
10

  Minority communities coping with 

growing poverty, unemployment, and health conditions, amongst other societal ills, found it 

difficult to afford their time to what many perceived as a specialized interest.
 11

  This left the 

voices of these minority communities effectively silenced.  These daily struggles additionally left 

many such communities feeling starved of easy access to information regarding the 

implementation of hazardous waste facilities near them and devoid of any meaningful way by 

which to interpret the little information that had been distributed.  Indeed, it would later be 

observed that beyond these basic struggles tendencies towards environmental discrimination, 

                                                           
9
 United Church of Christ, Toxic Wastes and Race in the United States: A National Report on the Racial and Socio-

Economic Characteristics of Communities with Hazardous Waste Sites, (New York: Public Data Access, Inc., 

1987), 3-5. 

10
 U.S. House Committee on the Judiciary, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitional Rights of 

the Committee on the Judiciary House of Representatives, 103
rd

 Cong., 1
st
 sess., 1994, 6. 

11
 UCC, Toxic Wastes and Race in the United States, 6. 
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whereby minority groups are either intentionally or unintentionally excluded by denial of more 

democratic means of participation, also played, and continue to play, a significant role in siting 

decisions.
12

  In a first allusion to cost-benefit analysis being a culprit in such hardships, the report 

went on to assert that there was also evidence that when courting minority groups with marginal 

access to information or political power, institutions are less willing to openly provide specifics 

on their proposed projects suggesting that the costs of open and equal participation were 

considered to be greater than those of a protracted legal battle that may or may not take place.
13

 

In another allusion to cost-benefit analysis playing a role in the discrimination against 

minority communities, the UCC report also drew attention to economic forces which may play a 

role in the unfair siting of hazardous waste facilities.  In particular, it made note of the fact that 

communities which already suffered from high unemployment and rampant poverty were more 

inclined to willingly accept the zoning of a hazardous facility near them if sufficient economic 

incentives were being offered so that the “perceived benefits outweigh the perceived risks.”
14

  

The phrasing makes only passing judgment on the potential motives of those making an offer to 

minority communities and the manner in which it is presented, though later critiques of such an 

argument suggest that these offers could be illegitimate for a number of reasons and rather than 

helping the community, do more damage and belie a darker, more mechanical undercurrent of 

thought.
15

  At the same time, there were concurrent government reports which made explicit the 

increasingly poor health conditions of the nation‟s minority populations.
16

  In spite of these 

                                                           
12

 Figueroa and Mills, “Environmental Justice,” 427-428. 

13
 UCC, Toxic Wastes and Race in the United States, 7. 

14
 UCC, Toxic Wastes and Race in the United States, 7. 

15
 Figueroa and Mills, “Environmental Justice,” 431-432. 

16
 UCC, Toxic Wastes and Race in the United States, 7. 
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reports, many writers observed that minorities still received a low priority status when clean-up 

projects were necessary.
17

 

Though mentions of neither corporate interests nor utilitarianism appear anywhere within 

the report itself and only in vague, passing allusions in its updated version released in 1994,
18

 it 

is evident that much of what the UCC had to say set the tone for many of the later critiques of 

cost-benefit analysis throughout the 1990s and suggests a greater emphasis on deliberative 

democracy.  Embedded in this discourse, however, we can see the ways in which a type of 

economic cost-benefit analysis is being employed by those who have an interest in the siting of 

the facility.  The casual mention of information being made more difficult to access by minority 

communities, and the measured use of economic incentives to prompt a positive response from 

potential host communities stand as two such examples.
19

  At the same time, we can anticipate 

from this point the potential conflict of language that will arise when questions of simple 

economic cost-benefit analysis are compared alongside normative utilitarian cost-benefit 

analysis. 

Vague and passing mentions of systemic abuse and normative shortfalls had all but 

dissolved by the time the 2007 report had been published.  However, new methods were used to 

track disproportionate siting information in the 2007 report, revealing that not only had the 

disproportionate effect of siting decisions gotten worse, minority populations now constituted 

wholly two-thirds of the residents in communities with clustered facilities.
20

  Statements 

                                                           
17

 U.S. House of Representatives, Hearings before the Subcommittee.  

18
 United Church of Christ, Toxic Wastes and Race Revisited: An update of the 1987 report on the racial and 

socioeconomic characteristics of communities with hazardous waste sites, (Washington D.C.: The National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People, 1994), 16-18. 

19
 Ibid, 18. 

20
 Clustered areas are defined as “neighborhoods where the facilities are so close together that the 3-kilometer areas 

around them overlap.”  United Church of Christ, Toxic Wastes and Race at Twenty 1987-2007, (Cleveland: The 

United Church of Christ, 2007), 52 and 62. 
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observing that people of colour “can expect different responses from the government when it 

comes to remediation”
21

 even after exposure to toxic materials was demonstrated and recognized 

reflected a growing cynicism regarding the sincerity of the government‟s interest in matters of 

environmental hazards that blacks and other minorities might be exposed to.  This distrust was 

carried over to corporate interests who were described as “following the path of least resistance” 

by seeking out “[e]nvironmental sacrifice zones … where land, labor and lives are cheap.”
22

  In 

the same way that Carson‟s text touched on the uncertainty of the 1960s, so too does the UCC‟s 

Toxic Wastes and Race touch on the more open and confrontational cynicism regarding 

contemporary corporate and governmental methods used in business ventures. 

 

Section 3 

 Given the way that the influence of cost-benefit analysis expanded over the course of the 

20
th

 century and the anticipatory critical insinuations throughout the UCC‟s report we can then 

take a few moments to look at cost-benefit analysis itself.  The method of review found itself 

initially used only sparingly until its formal adoption by the United States Army Corp of 

Engineers as a principle means of critiquing proposals for public works projects with the passage 

of the 1936 Flood Control Act.
23

  It was then in the early 1900s as questions of interpersonal 

comparisons of utility were creeping into the economic discourse that cost-benefit analysis 

would undergo its most dramatic formal evolution.  Prior to this point, it had been assumed by 

economists that everyone had an equal capacity for enjoyment of a given item.  That is to say 

that my increase in utility due to a marginal increase in personal income is directly equivalent to, 

                                                           
21

 Ibid, xii. 

22
 Ibid, xii. 

23
 Richard Zerbe, “History of Cost-Benefit Analysis,” (lecture, Loyola University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, May 5, 

2006), 1-2.    
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and therefore directly comparable to, the increase in utility that someone else experiences as a 

result of the same marginal increase in personal income.  The economist Lionel Robbins, 

however, asserted that such assumptions about the equality of interpersonal comparisons of 

utility could not be adequately measured in a scientific fashion that economics could properly 

comment on.
24

  In spite of his observation that on some level “[a]ll economists recognized that 

their prescriptions regarding policy were conditional upon the acceptance of norms lying outside 

economics,”
25

 he went on to conclude that such normative discussions were properly kept within 

the bounds of moral and ethical discourse rather than economics.
26

   

It was the response of Nicholas Kaldor to Robbins‟ thesis and the subsequent support of 

Nobel laureate Sir John Hicks that would lead to the development of what is now called the 

Kaldor-Hicks model of cost-benefit analysis.
27

  This model has since gone on to serve as the 

prism through which all contemporary cost-benefit modeling has been done.  Kaldor reinforced 

the assertion that it was indeed not within the economist‟s realm of expertise to comment on 

interpersonal comparisons of utility.  Instead, what the economist could say about a given state 

of affairs was that as one‟s level of income increases, the potential for that individual‟s utility to 

increase is greater than if one‟s level of income remained static.  As a result, a state of affairs 

where one‟s income increases is thereby better than its static alternative.
28

  That is to say that the 

economist‟s use of cost-benefit analysis under the Kaldor-Hicks model can be performed only as 

a means of determining the potential net gains in utility under a given set of circumstances 

                                                           
24

 Lionel Robbins, “Interpersonal Comparisons of Utility: A Comment,” Economic Journal 48, no. 192 (1938), 637. 

25
 Ibid, 638. 

26
 Ibid, 639. 

27
 Zerbe, “History of Cost-Benefit Analysis,” 4. 

28
 Nicholas Kaldor, “Welfare Propositions in Economics and Interpersonal Comparisons of Utility,” Economic 

Journal 49, no. 105 (1939), 550. 
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versus an  alternative state of affairs, however, such an analysis is not capable of commenting on 

normative questions that might arise in that comparison.
29

  The problem that Robbins had 

previously observed that went unfortunately unanswered was the sedimented normative 

assumptions that already existed within economics and, by proxy, cost-benefit analysis itself.
30

   

As Robbins points out, the traditional, foundational tenet of economics is that free trade is 

good because increased social wealth is itself predicated by the assumption that increased social 

wealth is ultimately desirable over all other available alternatives and furthermore that if free 

trade maximized something other than social wealth, free trade must be sacrificed in exchange 

for an alternative system that was better able to maximize social wealth.
31

  What lay beneath 

Robbins‟ thought, however, was the insinuation that such normative questions should also call 

into question how the maximization of social wealth was to be best defined
32

 and even whether 

the fundamental tenet of maximization of social wealth was the ideal that society should strive 

for in favour of alternatives such as social welfare.  This concept would go all but untouched in 

the broader economic community until the early 1900s and the initial developments of the Pareto 

principle. 

In spite of Kaldor‟s last qualifying point regarding economics‟ restriction to discussing 

potential utility comparisons and later discussions surrounding the dearth of normative 

commentary voiced by Robbins, the popularity of cost-benefit has surged thanks in large part to 

                                                           
29

 The Kaldor-Hicks model falls squarely in the realm of positive economics; a topic which will be touched on in 

greater detail when focusing on Amartya Sen‟s normative economics later in this thesis. 

30
 Robbins, “Interpersonal Comparisons of Utility,” 638. 

31
 Ibid, 638. 

32
 In this point, we can anticipate some of the problems faced by utilitarianism that also affect cost-benefit analysis.  

Namely, we can call into question the justice of a state of affairs where utility, or in this instance social wealth, is 

maximized for a select few to an extreme degree while utility is relatively minimal for the broad majority, but the 

dispersion of utility is such that this state of affairs is better than all possible alternatives.  This is principally evident 

in Pareto‟s observation that in the early 1900s that 20% of the Italian population owned 80% of the property and his 

questioning of the just nature of such a state of affairs. 
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its adoption by governmental agencies like the Army Corps of Engineers and the EPA as a 

means of offering clear, demonstrable data to support a siting decision.  Nevertheless, we must 

acknowledge that this inability to comment on normative concerns is a significant weakness that 

cost-benefit analysis must confront, yet is incapable of doing so on its own.
33

  Given this 

acknowledgement, it then becomes apparent that we must look at the use of cost-benefit analysis 

as necessitating additional methods of reviewing siting proposals so that it is not the sole method 

of determination. Therein, however, lies the true challenge; namely, finding a solution that is 

capable of being implemented, just, and conceptually lucid to allow for the ready adoption of a 

broad swath of the population. 

 

Section 4 

 With just this brief sketch we can already see that my initial proposal of offering a more 

unified system of utilitarianism and cost-benefit analysis as a pragmatic and viable structure for 

decision making is quite a daunting task.  To begin to tackle these problems, chapter 2 looks 

principally at utilitarianism over the ages.  It discusses briefly the more anachronistic style of 

hedonistic utilitarianism that is still largely addressed as the archetypical utilitarian stance as a 

means of giving a reference point by which to measure the method‟s evolution.  The majority of 

this chapter, however, is dedicated to more contemporary interpretations of utilitarianism; 

principally those works of R. M. Hare and the Nobel laureate Amartya Sen, as I work to better 

explain the utilitarian stance, offer a new utilitarian model designed to address more 

contemporary concerns, and confront additional critiques. 

                                                           
33

 Peter S. Wenz, Environmental Justice (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1998), 230. 
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 The third chapter I have dedicated to utilitarianism‟s mathematical cousin, cost-benefit 

analysis.  My intent is to show how cost-benefit analysis has existed throughout environmental 

justice literature by featuring a variety of critiques, both philosophical and sociological, while at 

the same time addressing places where utilitarianism is being inadvertently used to critique the 

merits of the cost-benefit system.  While it is important that as full a range of critiques as 

possible be showcased, in the interest of narrowing the scope of this thesis, principle focus is 

paid to issues dealing with decisions involving the siting of hazardous waste disposal and storage 

facilities inside the United States.  This refined focus offers the additional opportunity to draw 

special attention to a few specific examples of environmental injustices that are in many ways 

representative of common struggles in the United States.  Using that information, chapter 4 looks 

back through the prism of the modified utilitarian system that is discussed in chapter 3 to offer an 

alternative perspective and new proposals that could have seen different results. 

 The focus of the final chapter is to look more deeply at cost-benefit analysis.  Such a 

study zeroes in on some of the underlying epistemic issues regarding cost-benefit analysis and 

their impact on the deliberative democratic solutions that have been offered to this point.  With 

greater focus drawn to these concerns, I look to provide a variety of opportunities that can be 

capitalized on and further developed to create a more just siting process.  This places a focus on 

ways cost-benefit analysis can be worked with, and the contributions that utilitarianism can make 

to such a discussion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE LEGACY AND EVOLUTION OF UTILITARIANISM 

 Amongst the moral theories that are available to us, utilitarianism is unique in the breadth 

of topics that it can cover.  On the one hand, in its distilled and purely mathematical form, cost-

benefit analysis serves as an integral part of the foundations of modern economic theory.  Since 

Adam Smith published The Wealth of Nations, economists across the world have dedicated a 

tremendous amount of time to describing the ways in which homo economicus employs cost-

benefit analysis on a daily basis to make even the most basic of decisions.  On the other hand, 

normative utilitarianism is used as a means of describing ideal moral actions based upon utility 

comparisons of competing states of affairs.   

 It should come as little surprise that, for the most part, these two worlds have rarely 

intersected in the respective camps of academic economic and moral theory in any substantial 

way.  In the realm of economics, attention is paid principally to describing habits of interpersonal 

interaction revolving around the exchange of goods and services with the intent of offering 

prescriptive policies for banks and businesses to follow.  In sharp contrast, utilitarianism has 

spent its time attempting to formulate and describe a system capable of explaining and regulating 

our inborn tendencies towards the recognition and pursuit of morally just interpersonal 

interactions.  In that regard, homo economicus has kept to himself diligently weighing the 

financial costs of his purchases of widgets versus the utility derived from their use, while Jeremy 

Bentham‟s offspring weigh the needs or benefits of the one or the many against the needs or 

benefits of the other or the few.  It is, however, at the intersection of these two views that actions 

in the real world exist and, as a result, is where the swirling mixture of shoulds and oughts, 

numbers and Greek-lettered variables, must be resolved.   
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Late in the 1930s and again later in the 1970s, a number of economists, such as Lionel 

Robbins, Nicholas Kaldor, Amartya Sen and Kenneth Arrow, slipped into the normative 

utilitarian discourse in an attempt to find just such a resolution.  However, in spite of their best 

efforts at brewing this alchemical potion, the mixture of math and morality showed itself to be 

stubbornly insoluble.  These efforts were further complicated by their confinement to the abstract 

realm of theory and mathematics, a hurdle that Sen has since cleared as he introduced and 

transitioned to capabilities theory.  In spite of this lack of demonstrable success on the part of the 

economic apologists, cost-benefit analysis has slowly become an entrenched epistemological 

paradigm in both the economic community, as well as amongst those responsible for public 

planning.   

When this seemingly insoluble mixture is made flesh and blood, we see the conflict of the 

academics played out in real time in places like Love Canal, New York, Altgeld Gardens in 

Chicago‟s south side, and other towns across America and indeed the world.  After costs and 

benefits are weighed on the economic side, pins are pushed into maps, papers are shuffled, and 

lives are changed; some for the better and others for the worse.  This chapter is principally 

dedicated to discussing the gradual evolution of utilitarian moral theory and its inner workings.  

It then looks at two of the more notable forms of utilitarianism that originated in the late 1970s 

and offer the greatest potential as viable modifications of utilitarian moral systems.  Finally, I 

end with a discussion of how I plan to merge these new forms of utilitarianism and use them 

throughout our discussion of cost-benefit analysis in the following chapters. 

 

Section 1 

 As utilitarian moral theory progressed, modifications were, of course, proposed.  Act and 
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rule utilitarianism were developed, the moral theory slid under the increasingly large umbrella of 

consequentialism, and modifications branched off from the parent utilitarian philosophy.  Over 

the course of this evolution, the underlying current of utilitarianism has remained the notion of 

maximization through the weighing of the options available and pursuing the option that would 

offer the most favourable net return.  Regardless of what modifications have been made to the 

moral theory, the consistency of this underlying theme of maximization has allowed criticisms of 

utilitarianism to remain equally consistent.  At the same time, however, this perceived 

consistency has obscured a rather robust discourse and led to increasing confusion as the moral 

theory and the economic theory find themselves conflated. 

In the realm of philosophical discourse, there is little debate that utilitarianism is first and 

foremost a moral theory, and as with any moral system it has the simple goal of improving the 

quality of life by providing a means of describing what the „good‟ life is and offering an 

approach to attain that goal.  In its earliest forms as fashioned by the system‟s patriarchs, Jeremy 

Bentham, John Stuart Mill, and Henry Sidgwick, the utilitarian model was elegant in its 

simplicity if rudimentary in its prescription.  If “mankind is under the governance of two 

sovereign masters, pain and pleasure,”
34

 and he is driven by his desire to obtain pleasure and to 

gain freedom from pain, then surely the „good‟ life is defined as one which possesses more 

pleasure than pain, even if only marginally so.
 35

  Under these auspices, a person would look 

upon the available options for action, and act in accordance with that option which offered the 

greatest net gain in utility where utility is viewed as some objectively valuable good.  

Furthermore, when viewing the entirety of one‟s life in this way, we can then say that the better 
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the ratio of pain to pleasure, the better the life.  When taken to its inevitable extreme, one can 

assign numerical values to experienced pleasure or pain in much the way a nurse might do with a 

patient after surgery.  Such valuation provides an attractive degree of objectivity and empiricism 

that is lacking in other moral systems.  It exposes the theory itself to easy criticism, however, and 

places it on unstable epistemic ground; a point which I will elaborate on later. 

 This given theory should also be recognized for the relative ease by which it can be 

applied to moral scenarios involving a community at large.  If a community is simply an 

assemblage of individuals with their own interests, in order to maximize the utility of the 

community you must in turn maximize the utility of the individuals.  Therefore, if a policy is 

implemented in a community that results in an overall positive net return on utility for the 

individuals involved, regardless of how marginal that positive net return might be, then the 

policy is morally upright insofar as that is the most positive net return possible.
36

  Just as can be 

done on the individual level, so too must the community act in accordance with the course of 

action that provides the greatest return on net utility.   

 These foundations of the ethical theory, now largely referred to as hedonistic 

utilitarianism due to its emphasis on the maximization of pleasure, boasted a definition of what 

was morally upright and what was morally culpable that was simultaneously rigid and flexible.  

If a given state of affair‟s net utilities were greater than a competing scenario, the first option was 

the better of the two, and if the net utilities of the first scenario were in no way superior to the 

second, the action was bad, yet if a better option could be presented, the system could 

accommodate it and even be expanded to adopt a maximin rubric if need be.  Such an absolute 
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framework lent itself exceedingly well to extant economic theory which, though a social science, 

found it had more in common with utilitarian numerical absolutes than other moral theories.   

Within the economic community, discussions revolving around cost-benefit analysis had, 

in one way or another, taken place since Adam Smith‟s publication of The Wealth of Nations in 

1776, though without an explicit name for the concept.  Now, with mathematical precision being 

applied to the world of morality, room was left for the abstract moral and the rational sciences to 

coexist, and the language of the two began to commingle.  Indeed, relatively soon after 

Bentham‟s publication of Principles of Morals and Legislation in 1789, we can already see an 

1844 article by Jules Dupuit, De la Mesure de l’utilité des travaux publics, that makes heavy use 

of economic arguments for utility as the principle economic justification for public works 

projects and is often cited as the first utility based cost-benefit analysis in economic theory.
37

  

 In spite of this seemingly natural merger, utilitarianism has done its best to evolve away 

from the strict hedonistic utilitarianism that characterized its early foundations in an effort to 

better rationalize its own maximization epistemology.  The object of utility itself has even been 

called into question with the term being viewed in many respects as too narrow and has been 

most commonly substituted with the arguably no less abstract terminology of happiness and 

preference amongst others.
38

  In the midst of these efforts, thinkers such as R. M. Hare made 

important attempts to expand the scope of utilitarianism to accommodate instinctual reactions 

found in real-world interactions with the introduction of a two-level system of utilitarian moral 

theory.  Under Hare‟s conception the notion that before one acts full stock of a given situation, 
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all possible outcomes, and the potential benefits and costs must be taken into account is absurd.  

Instead, he argues that one acts morally on both an intuitive level and a critical level.
39

   

 Given that Hare‟s adapted form of utilitarianism is more widely used today than its 

hedonistic predecessor, it will be important to get a better understanding of just what he has 

attempted.  To offer a basic illustration of the development of this crucial branch of utilitarian 

moral theory, we can look to the example of a soldier.  Each of us from birth possesses the 

common fight or flight instinct when confronted with danger.  Where each of us differs in our 

commonality is the way in which we react under the stresses of danger; that is to say, whether we 

instinctually fight or flee.  Our reactions, however, are governed by elements far more complex 

than the simple presence of danger.  They are additionally governed by, amongst other things, 

the type of danger, our experience in dealing with it, and the presence of other familiar or alien 

variables.  In short, however, this is to say that our instinct can be altered based on our prior 

experiences.   

As a result, soldiers are rigorously trained in any number of simulations ranging from 

combat exercises that are as close to live fire scenarios as possible, simulated situations of 

torture, and on down to simple navigation and survival with minimal supplies, all of which is 

done with the intention of creating a type of situational muscle memory.  They are provided with 

the time to reflect on their given situations, discuss potential courses of action, and learn from 

other more experienced soldiers what the most effective recourse is under a given scenario.  The 

intent is that if a solider is then placed in a similar situation, rather than being forced to logically 

play out the different courses of action available to him and weigh the best possible option he 

will, instead, react quickly and decisively on this cultivated instinct. 
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 Turning back to Hare‟s two-level system, if we then look at the intuitive level of moral 

action, we can say that this would be akin to a person‟s instinct.  Uncultivated and raw, at its 

most basic level a person would react to a given moral scenario based strictly on their gut 

reaction.
40

  Given the nature of this type of moral decision, we can see its reliance on rule 

utilitarianism as its guiding principle where the goodness of the act would be measured by how 

closely one adhered to a set of cultivated rules which would help to dictate their snap reaction to 

a given set of circumstances.   

The critical level, by contrast, stresses act utilitarianism.  It is at this level that one 

reflects on a given scenario, weighs the possible options available and potential ramifications of 

those choices, and, after carefully navigating the dense normative brambles and undergrowth, 

develops an opinion on the best course of action that would maximize the resultant net utility.  

Furthermore, this process is conducted in the context of a social community with established 

moral norms of its own that contribute to the internal discourse.  This critical level of moral 

reflection allows one to compare their moral decisions with those of their teachers and peers, and 

opens up the possibilities for a shifting of those societal norms through that interplay.  In this 

way, through critical reflection, one could alter their instinctual reactions in much the same way 

a soldier does, all with the intent of acting in accordance with this cultivated instinct without 

additional reflection being required when the moment calls for it.
41

   

 

Section 2 

 Amartya Sen remained unsatisfied with this modified version of utilitarianism in 
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particular for the lack of precedence it affords to individual rights and its inability to 

accommodate relativity in its moral prescriptions.  Under the banner of hedonistic utilitarianism, 

torture, for example, could be rationalized if the net gain in pleasure for the torturer was greater 

than the net pain endured by the victim.
42

  At the same time, the rights of the person being 

tortured, in particular under the welfarist subset of consequentialism, ultimately have no impact 

on the utility information which is being weighed and the resultant outcome of that critique given 

that a person‟s rights are considered to be non-utility information.   

To address the first point of contention; Hare‟s method of circumventing the problems of 

hedonistic utilitarianism was to symbiotically merge act and rule utilitarianism together.  Act 

utilitarianism by itself has always offered dynamism in terms of making moral judgments based 

on circumstance rather than binding itself to a priori prescriptions that are popular in 

deontological systems.  By contrast, rule utilitarianism offers a far more rigid structure that 

appears in many ways to stray closer to Kantian deontology with the caveat that its rules are 

based upon utility maximization rather than unanimous assent to a maxim‟s assertion.  The 

merger of the two offers the relatively strict moral guidelines of rule utilitarianism and 

supplements them with the dynamism of the more relativistic act utilitarianism creating a moral 

system that is far more adaptable than either on their own.  As Hare summarizes, “critical 

thinking aims to select the best set of prima facie principles for use in intuitive thinking.  It can 

also be employed when principles from the set conflict per acidens.  Such employment may lead 

to the improvement of the principles themselves, but it need not.”
43

 

If we recall the notion that utility is best defined as an objectively valuable good, we can 

see that Hare‟s two-level theory can offer us both a means of recognition of what that good 
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might be, as well as a prescription for action.  Through the critical development of what Hare 

refers to as “acceptance-utility,” the adopted set of prima facie principles is the set “whose 

acceptance yields actions, dispositions, etc. most nearly approximating to those which would be 

chosen if we were able to use critical thinking all the time.”
44

  Similar in many ways to Kant‟s 

categorical imperative, it adds the requirement that our assessment of net utility gain must go 

beyond exceptions, and encompass a broader, conceptual assessment.  This affords Hare‟s 

method the flexibility to state that torture, for example, is morally wrong though there may be 

certain circumstances where the net utility gained from torture outweighs the utility gained by 

not using torture.  Such a set of principles would inform our day-to-day interactions with the 

opportunity for new circumstances to offer additional reflection upon our existing conclusions, 

and the possible modification of the involved set of rules if necessary. 

Turning then to Sen‟s second point, that of rights being excluded from one‟s utility 

assessment due to their being non-utility information.  Additionally, we must keep in mind Sen‟s 

observation that utilitarianism, particularly welfarism, is ultimately “directly concerned not with 

judging action, but with ranking states of affairs.”
45

  I would counter that utilitarianism is 

judging actions; however, the distinguishing feature of utilitarianism is that it is doing so through 

the prism of the states of affairs involved and their respective utility information.  The potential 

confusion of this statement lies in the ways in which we study the states of affairs.  Insofar as I 

can see, there are three ways of studying states of affairs that have been employed in utilitarian 

discussions; comparing the resultant states of affairs for a single set of circumstances, comparing 

the best states of affairs for two sets of related circumstances, and comparing the best states of 
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affairs for two unrelated sets of circumstances.  It is the distinctions between these methods of 

classification that has led to the confusion in terms of the potential dynamism of Hare‟s theory. 

The problems of the two methods of comparison can be traced back most directly to 

Bentham‟s now infamous push-pin analogy where he asserts that one could potentially derive 

more pleasure and, therefore, more utility from the game of push-pin than from indulging in 

poetry, thus potentially making push-pin a superior leisure activity.
46

  Though Bentham went out 

of his way to apologize for his social gaffe, this comparison is the most notable example of the 

string of comparison-based utilitarian critiques that would inevitably follow.  It was also at this 

point, however, that no proper guidelines were set for the manner in which utility comparisons 

are made.  While push-pin and poetry may both be forms of entertainment, some later 

comparisons would be made between wholly unrelated states of affairs.  Comparison of the 

resultant utility information has then been used as proof that the worst possible states of affairs 

had the potential to be advocated by utilitarianism.
47

  It is my assertion that wholly disconnected 

states of affairs were not meant to be compared against each other for the determination of their 

utility ranking.  Rather it should be states of affairs that are taxonomically closely related that 

should be compared against each other to determine which the better state to aspire to is. 

 

Section 3 

It is perhaps more beneficial to view utilitarian moral evaluations in terms of a moral 

taxonomic hierarchy.  To inversely approach this taxonomic structure, let us start at the most 

specialized level of comparison; what I will refer to as the species level.  It is here that 
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utilitarianism compares the resultant states of affairs in a specific given situation to determine the 

best possible outcome to maximize utility.  In many ways, this would be the most specific form 

of the critical level in Hare‟s theory, where rule utilitarianism looks at a given question on a 

broad basis and makes its decision.  For the sake of illustration I will use Sen‟s example of 

torture which I will further qualify by referring specifically to the recently topical issue of the 

torture of prisoners of war for information.  When looking at the overall utility of the act of 

torture through the comparison of the various states of affairs where torture could yield 

information or pleasure, misinformation or pain, the best state of affairs is one in which a very 

specific type of torture may yield the greatest utility whether that is the most or best information 

while minimizing the pain inflicted.
48

  I am not asserting that torture should be used; rather I am 

attempting to illustrate that in this example we are only comparing states of affairs regarding 

torture to determine which outcome offers the greatest utility and are intentionally excluding 

other potential options. 

Moving further up the taxonomic tree, we come to what I will call the genus level.  It is 

as this point that the utility results of two similar or related states of affairs can be compared for 

an assessment of not simply what the best option within the respective species might be, but if 

there is a better option afforded to us amongst the alternatives.  Continuing with the example of 

torture, a comparable form of treatment for prisoners to extract information might be 

interrogation.  Both are methods of information extraction and so they can be compared side-by-

side in terms of their demonstrable benefits and pitfalls.  When comparing the best possible 

resultant utility of an act of torture to the best possible resultant utility of interrogation, we could 
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say that the best form of interrogation of a prisoner without the use of torture would yield a 

greater degree of utility than subjecting the same prisoner to the best possible form of torture. 

The third and final category that I wish to discuss is that of the family level.  The 

comparisons at this level do not necessarily have anything in common other than the utility of 

their resultant states of affairs being compared.  It is at this level that utilitarianism, specifically 

the welfarist subset, has the most difficulty proving itself to be more than hedonic at best or 

nonsensical at worst.  To once again draw on Sen‟s examples for illustrative purposes, he asks us 

to consider two circumstances where the resultant utility information is identical; one in which 

we compare the taxation of a rich person and a poor person and the other in which we compare 

the torture of a romantic dreamer by a miserable policeman.
49

   

His assertion is that we have two pairs that are equal to each other: (x,y) and (a,b).  In the 

first pair, state x lacks redistributive taxation policies and state y boasts such redistributive 

policies, and the resultant utility information shows that state y yields a greater distribution of 

utility.  In the second pair, state a is a state without torture while b is a state in which the 

policeman is torturing the dreamer.  Sen‟s assertion is that because (x,y) is equal to (a,b) and 

because state y is ranked as the better of the two states in its pairing we must, therefore, rank 

state b, the state with the dreamer being tortured, as superior to state a. 

   Sen explains that under the welfarist subset of consequentialism, “to discriminate 

between the two pairs would bring in non-utility information, which can have no role of its own 

under welfarism.”
50

  It can be argued that, while this statement was meant to illustrate the 

constraints of welfarism, utilitarianism at large could be held to this same standard.  Given Sen‟s 

presentation, it is apparent that by utility information, he means, in the strictest of senses, the 
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resultant numerical utility figures for each given state of affairs.  I would counter that the basic 

information of the states being compared is instrumental to and thus necessary for the derived 

utility information to have any meaning to speak of.  As a result, such considerations necessitate 

that this non-utility information be taken into account when discussing the ranking of utility 

information.  Under the assumption that the information regarding the states whose utility is 

being discussed is intrinsically necessary to any sort of comparison, we can then say that any 

comparison between the utility of one state to another unrelated state is little more than an 

exercise rather than a meaningful critique on which is the better state or suggestion on which 

policy should be pursued. 

 

Section 4 

This targeted defense is not to negate everything which has been forwarded by Sen.  His 

critiques of welfarism prompted him to develop his own consequentialist system that works to 

modernize many of the ideas forwarded by Adam Smith in his Theory of Moral Sentiments and 

The Wealth of Nations regarding the nature and range of the focus of economics.
51

  The 

foundations of Sen‟s notion of what economics can comment on is, itself, derived from Smith‟s 

understanding of the conflicting drivers of human motivation.
52

  Franz Eiffe explains that in the 

eyes of Smith and subsequently Sen, “[e]ach human being is equally motivated by social and 

selfish interests”
53

 and, as a result, simply because one acts in their own self interests under 

certain circumstances, this does not preclude them from acting alternatively in an altruistic 
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manner.
54

  Additionally, we can see elements of Smith‟s impartial spectator resurgent in critical 

aspects of Sen‟s attempt to set the scope of economics beyond a purely descriptive model, to one 

which embraces normative questions and concerns and supports the notion that homo 

economicus can appreciate and comment on both social and selfish interests.
55

 

Turning then to Sen‟s approach, he offers a unique method of critique that he describes as 

using “consequential analysis, though [it] may or may not be fully consequentialist.”
56

  His work 

strives for an agent-relative rather than the traditionally agent-neutral consequentialist theory that 

builds upon the concept of Smith‟s impartial spectator by combining it with a consequentialist 

framework that Smith would have otherwise rejected.
57

  He goes on to define his goal-rights 

system as one in which the actor‟s ultimate rights and their fulfillment or non-fulfillment are 

included in a given state of affairs as an additional goal to be worked towards.
58

  In particular, he 

asks that we conduct such an analysis not necessarily exclusively in terms of the interaction 

between two actors, but between an actor and the rights they possess in regards to a capability.
59

  

This additional caveat is made with the explicit intention of protecting both positive and negative 

freedoms and, as a result of its significance; I will henceforth refer to the system as a capabilities 

system.
60

 

As a result of his emphasis on adaptability, Sen‟s theory comes with a number of 

qualifiers to its method of critique.  The most significant of these is his first caveat where he 
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makes it clear that the number of allowed variables in a capabilities analysis is open for 

interpretation as well as what non-rights information is included in the final consequentialist 

study.
61

  Second, Sen‟s inclusion of rights as essential to the evaluation of a state of affairs offers 

the theory‟s greatest hurdle.  If Sen‟s model is to be successfully integrated into Hare‟s system, 

special attention will need to be paid to these two points.   

The first issue is that of the variability of the rights which are involved.  Sen has left this 

point intentionally vague offering arguments for the existence of human rights while 

acknowledging that the plurality of views regarding what qualifies as a human right based on the 

cultural context rather than proposing his own list of what he classifies as rights.
62

  In this regard, 

I support Sen‟s intentional ambiguity in the interest of anticipating Smith‟s impartial observer.
63

  

While each individual culture has its own conception of what they view as human rights, 

ultimately the development of a universal definition would, by necessity, be “open to 

participation by persons across national boundaries,”
64

 and while attempts at such a project have 

been made, existing documents are still largely regionally limited.    

In spite of such a difficulty, some limited rights framework will be useful to operate 

within for the duration of this work.  While Sen does not make explicit those items that he 

defines as rights, he does suggest “that proclamations of human rights are to be seen as 

articulations of ethical demands.”
65

  To speak to specific ethical concerns, given that further 

discussions in this thesis will be in regards to incidents of environmental injustice which took 

place in California, we can look to William D. Ruckelshaus and a speech that he gave shortly 
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after becoming the first head of the EPA as a guide stone for the vision with which the EPA was 

established.  In his Earth Day speech he not only called for the development of a new 

environmental ethic, but he remarked:  

[t]his new commitment [to environmental protection] on behalf of the government 

includes also an agency, the Environmental Protection Agency, which has already shown 

its independence and determination to utilize all the enforcement tools at its disposal 

against any who infringe the right of every American to clean air, pure water, and 

unspoiled land.
66

 

 

Such a sentiment was supported by Robert Bullard more explicitly as a fundamental tenet of the 

environmental justice movement when he stated “[t]he environmental justice framework 

incorporates the principle of the right of all individuals to be protected from environmental 

degradation.”
67

  Given this emphasis on rights regarding one‟s environment that is acknowledged 

at both the activist and institutional level, the further development of a human right to a safe 

environment is necessary.  Additionally, given the nature of this work‟s focus, specifically on 

environmental justice issues regarding the siting of hazardous waste facilities in the United 

States, a rights framework built from a focus on human rights to a safe environment will offer a 

more refined system to build upon later.   

Keeping Sen‟s words of caution about rights definitions potentially being too restrictive 

in mind, we can look to James Nickel‟s work on rights issues, which carry similar words of 

caution,
68

 as a guide stone.  Nickel takes time to develop the requirements of a human right 

based on four principle criteria, two of which lean towards the descriptive and two that are more 

prescriptive in nature, which must be met in order for a norm to qualify as a human right.  In the 
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first place, Nickel asserts that the norm in question must have a strong claim to liberty, 

protection, or a benefit that is both of great value to an individual and is frequently threatened by 

abuses.
69

  It must then be demonstrated that the claim cannot be adequately protected through 

weaker alternative means.
70

  In practical terms, it must be demonstrated that parties who are 

potentially liable for such violations bear both positive and negative obligations following the 

right‟s implementation and, furthermore, that the right itself can feasibly be implemented with 

currently available resources.
71

  It is Nickel‟s assertion that the human right to a safe 

environment satisfies all of these requirements; however, it is important to note that when 

speaking in terms of the right to a safe environment, the discussion is necessarily limited to 

“threats to human safety … which stem from technological and industrial processes and the 

disposal of sewage and wastes.”
72

   

Regardless of this targeted anthropocentric limitation, Nickel‟s argument intuits and 

further develops the spark of inspiration that both prompted Carson to write Silent Spring and 

which subsequently led to the development of the EPA in the way that Ruckelshaus envisioned 

it.  Chapters 2 and 3, by proxy, elaborate further on some of the points that justify defining the 

right to a safe environment as a right, but with Carson we can see a growing concern that the 

government allowed the American public to be used as laboratory test subjects through the 

largely unrestricted use of toxins.
73

  This concern is finding itself resurgent amongst the minority 

populations of the United States as disproportionate siting policies are shown to have greater 

adverse effects on minority communities, such as those mentioned in the UCC‟s trio of reports, 
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become more common and increasingly worse.
74

  The proposed solutions touch on the duties that 

corporations and governments have to the stakeholders affected by a hazardous waste facility as 

well as feasible alternative means of resolving potential inequities in the siting process.   

 Even with this framework of human rights, however, we are left to confront the other 

problem that Sen has pointed out regarding utilitarianism and its relation to human rights.  It can 

be argued that rights are instrumentally important to the maximization of the utility of a state of 

affairs, not intrinsically important.
75

  If this is the case, a utilitarian study of a given state of 

affairs could allow for the violation of rights in an effort to maximize utility.  I would argue that 

while this is at first glance correct, a closer analysis of Nickel‟s work and how it relates to rights 

discussions shows that this is not entirely the case.   

Through the process of a norm meeting the four requirements necessary to be viewed as a 

human right, a utilitarian analysis is already being performed with the question of the human 

right‟s utility as intrinsically important as the focus of the inquiry.  Given the precedence that 

rights take in normative discourse,
76

 I would assert that it is instead only after the intrinsic worth 

of a right as a right has been established that it can be viewed as instrumentally important to 

normative discussions.  That is to say, discussions of utility comparisons take place under the 

umbrella of human rights that have already demonstrated themselves a priori to be intrinsically 

valuable.  Therefore, if a state of affairs violates a right, though the right may simply be 
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instrumentally valuable for the sake of the argument, the relative utility of that state of affairs is 

drastically diminished by comparison to a state of affairs that does not violate a right.    

Turning back to Sen, we can look then at the further emphasis he has placed on 

capabilities, as opposed to simply rights, which allows us to place this feature of his philosophy 

as a further end which could impact the utility of a state of affairs.  Particularly in morally 

troublesome circumstances, Sen‟s method provides an additional qualifier to utility comparisons 

that brings an air of lucidity to an otherwise confusing issue.  If we take Sen‟s example of 

breaking into a person‟s files to obtain information that could protect another person from an 

assault, we can, under the auspices of protecting a person‟s right to freedom and potentially even 

life, allow the break-in as acceptable.
77

  Through the minor violation of the rights of the owner of 

the file cabinet, we are able to protect both the rights of the person who will potentially be 

assaulted as well as their capabilities to continue their current standard of living. 

 

Conclusion 

 The resulting modified two-level utilitarian system would leave us with the directed, rule 

based conduct of Hare‟s Prole which is then supplemented by the broader system of conduct 

embodied in his Archangel that can be circumstantially adapted and improved.
78

  Furthermore, 

our system of utility considerations, though made more complex than Hare‟s initial proposal, 

assumes the accommodation of capabilities as well as traditional utility information in 

determining the better of compared states of affairs.  Behind this modification lies the 

acknowledgement of human rights as being first and foremost intrinsically valuable to a 

comparison of utility measures.  This intrinsic importance of rights then makes them 
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instrumental to the attainment of happiness, capabilities, and, ultimately, the most beneficial state 

of affairs. 

 In spite of these modifications, such a rubric is still incomplete.  In many ways, the 

critiques to which this model is left open are derived from my suggested practical applications in 

regards to siting decisions for hazardous waste facilities and its potential combination with 

economic cost-benefit analysis.  The intention of this chapter, however, is simply to provide a 

perspective on the evolution of utilitarianism and offer a foundation to operate upon as we move 

forward.  In the coming chapters, it is my goal to confront those critiques which I had anticipated 

both in terms of the historical uses of utilitarianism and economic cost-benefit analysis as well as 

illustrations of the practical applications that such a model boasts. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DELVING INTO COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

As the brief introductory discussion regarding Rachel Carson and the UCC‟s report 

demonstrates, topics regarding environmental injustices have floated about in the American 

discourse now for decades.  At its advent, the movement began by discussing a lack of 

governmental oversight regarding the use of household chemicals and the insidious subtlety of 

lingering racist gestures.  Its scope has since rapidly expanded within the philosophical world to 

include discussions of justice, the relationship between humanity and the environment, the nature 

of capitalism, and at times has even found itself embroiled in the long standing ethical feud 

between utilitarians and Kantian deontologists.  In the sociological discourse, environmental 

racism continues to play a prominent role, while questions of justice and bureaucratic methods of 

reaching siting decisions have found equally fertile ground and have flourished.   

To then say that cost-benefit analysis is the only problem afflicting siting decisions in the 

United States is far from the truth as can be seen throughout the lexicon of environmental justice 

literature.  Indeed, any number of topics ranging from institutionalized racism to the frequently 

manufactured weakness of the EPA and its resultant inability to fulfill its own mission statement 

has come under fire.  In spite of the availability of such secondary targets, the mathematical 

process of reaching siting decisions through the use of cost-benefit analysis faces several distinct 

problems that have led to its coming under constant, and in some ways justified, attacks.  

Perhaps its most visible problem, however, is the systemic prominence and near exclusivity of its 

use.  The institutionalized popularity of the mechanization of procedures surrounding the super-

mathematical concepts involved in siting decisions has left the topic uniquely elevated above 

other techniques of decision making.  This problem is amplified by the broad reliance on cost-
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benefit analyses as the primary justification for the implementations of public works projects.  In 

a bizarrely Ouroboric fashion, the reliance on cost-benefit analysis as the sole justification for 

siting decisions over time has also increased as a process of cost-benefit analysis has been used 

to reflect upon and further streamline the existing formula.  Furthermore, the breadcrumbs which 

lead prominently from cost-benefit analysis to utilitarianism leave the two conjointly exposed to 

both the sociological front of the environmental justice movement as well as its philosophical 

front. 

While these flaws on the surface may lead to the knee-jerk reaction that such a materially 

preternatural concept should simply be abandoned in favour of an alternative, fairer framework, 

it is just these flaws that prevent us from doing so.  The combined simplicity and clarity of the 

judgments provided by techniques of cost-benefit analysis allow for speed and efficiency in 

decision making that few alternative methods can boast.  Such qualities are made more valuable 

in the context of a fast moving business world where large projects come under scrutiny by slow-

moving bureaucracies.  These benefits are matched by a clear reproducibility of results using 

scientific means that, if need be, can easily be peer reviewed for correctness.  It is little wonder 

then that the well earned popularity of cost-benefit analysis maintains it throughout the damaging 

critiques that have assaulted it over time.   

If we are to be forced to work with cost-benefit analysis in some form, as seems likely, 

we must first better understand the concept itself.  As such, I endeavour to offer a similar 

treatment to cost-benefit analysis and its history in the environmental justice movement as I did 

with utilitarianism in the previous chapter.  Rather than offering a new and refined model of 

cost-benefit analysis to close, however, I instead look to a pair of real examples of environmental 

injustice in the California towns of Kettleman City and Buttonwillow starkly contrasted against 
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each other for both their striking similarities and tragic differences.  Throughout this discussion, I 

pay special attention to the prominent uses of cost-benefit analysis, systemic failures that 

affected the conclusion of the towns‟ respective stories, and potential changes to the existing 

system that could have drastically altered the respective outcomes. 

  

Section 1 

While Kaldor was correct that cost-benefit analysis is incapable of commenting on 

normative matters, it has nevertheless been used as a principal method of reaching siting 

decisions which are fraught with normative concerns.  The contemporary texts of Peter Wenz‟s 

Environmental Justice and Robert Bullard‟s Dumping in Dixie focused on just this problem, 

though from two different angles.  While Bullard‟s thesis focused almost exclusively on racism 

as the underlying driver of environmental injustice and as the principal concern that needed to be 

addressed, Wenz, while acknowledging in passing the existence of racism in siting decisions 

involving hazardous waste facilities,
79

 cast a far broader net.  His discussion built from the 

foundations of a concept of human rights similar to that which was discussed in the first chapter, 

but took it a step further and expanded it to include the rights of animals
80

 as well as rights of the 

non-sentient environment itself.
81

 

 While the range of topics discussed is impressive for its break from the then broadly 

popular environmental justice discourse, perhaps the most significant aspect of Wenz‟s work was 

instead the careful survey of solutions offered by the alternative philosophical schools to arriving 
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at just siting decisions and his systematic deconstruction of them.
82

  Over the course of his 

discussion on cost-benefit analysis he touches on a number of strengths and weaknesses in the 

process itself that are directly applicable to siting decisions.  Foremost amongst those strengths is 

the mathematically demonstrable clarity that utilitarianism fails to offer.  Where both models 

measure utility in an effort to find the best possible solution, utilitarianism is hamstrung by an 

inability to accurately measure peoples‟ satisfaction with a situation‟s derived utility due to the 

inherent subjectivity of satisfaction that was mentioned earlier.
83

  In sharp contrast, by measuring 

a greater derivation in utility by increased monetary value and a decline in utility by the inverse, 

the simple medium of capitalist commerce offers a clear picture of the utility that one derives 

from a given object based on the price they are willing to pay for that good or service.
84

 

 The second and perhaps more significant strength of cost-benefit analysis is found when 

such practices are used under ideal macro-economic circumstances as cost-benefit analysis 

excludes externalities from its scope of study.  Instead, all costs, even those not directly paid by 

the party conducting the analysis, are to be taken into account when determining the overall gain 

or loss of a proposal.  To quote E. J. Mishan through Wenz: 

Instead of asking whether the owners of the enterprise will become better off by the 

firm‟s engaging in one activity rather than another, the economist asks whether society as 

a whole will become better off by undertaking it instead of any of a number of alternative 

projects.
85

 

 

What Mishan did not take into account and Wenz later addresses, is the principal weakness of 

this aspect of cost-benefit analysis; the fact that under less than ideal conditions cost-benefit 
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analyses “are subject to political manipulation.”
86

  As he later points out, even in circumstances 

where the use of cost-benefit analysis is not being abused, the ability to accurately predict future 

economic interactions with a project is so difficult, by necessity a wide range of projections must 

be submitted from which any number can be selected as a valid operating figure for the purposes 

of reaching a decision.
87

 

 Bullard‟s more popular piece focused less on the philosophical debates of comparing and 

contrasting ethical systems that could be used for decision making, and instead placed its 

emphasis on the overarching concern regarding undercurrents of intentional, unintentional and 

institutionalized racism
88

 that was brought to the fore in the UCC‟s 1987 work.  The legacy of 

discriminatory siting practices that tarnishes the history of the United States has, as Bullard 

observes, left “[m]illions of urban and rural blacks … physically trapped in inner cities while the 

job centers, especially for white-collar and service occupations, are moving to the suburbs.”
89

  

While this has left urban blacks largely at the mercy of city planning, rural black populations 

have found themselves the victims of deceptive branding with an influx of industrial facilities 

having been portrayed as economic progress.
90

 

 This historically derived precedent of structural racism is made worse when the 

environmental regulations that do exist with the intention of protecting the disenfranchised fail to 

be uniformly implemented.
91

  A study by the National Law Journal conducted just two years 

before the second edition of Dumping in Dixie was released bears sad witness to this fact.  
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Amongst the statistics, penalties levied against guilty parties regarding violations tied to 

hazardous waste facilities in predominantly white neighborhoods were on average 500 percent 

higher than those levied against guilty parties in predominantly minority communities, while 

penalties relating to violations of basic air, water, and waste pollution laws were 46 percent 

higher in white communities versus minority communities.
92

  On average, the time taken to add a 

site to the Superfund clean-up program was 20 percent longer in minority communities than in 

white communities and even once added, it took on average between 12 and 42 percent longer 

for clean-up to begin in minority communities by comparison to white communities.
93

  While the 

potential cost-benefit analysis that takes place in determining Superfund priority can be intuited, 

for Bullard this is still secondary to “the politics of what‟s appropriate for that community.”
94

 

 Bullard does not directly touch on cost-benefit analysis as having a direct impact on these 

policies.  He does, however, offer us a view of the structural nature of environmental racism.
95

  

His point is driven home when looking at the three principle neutral criteria used in developing a 

list of siting locations; zoning, proximity to transportation, and land cost.
96

  According to Luke 

Cole and Caroline Farrell, the long history of zoning used as a means of segregation, the 

construction of major highways cutting through impoverished neighborhoods, and the depressed 

land value haloing these major roadways has left the „neutral‟ criteria pointing in a de facto 

manner at minority towns.
97
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Section 2 

 Vicki Been‟s 1994 article attempted to take the existing environmental justice discourse 

down an as yet unexplored route.  She suggested that some, if not all, of the studied 

environmental discrimination could be attributed to market forces rather than some form of 

racism.
98

  Her assertion, looking at past research such as the UCC project, was that the data had 

been gathered based on current socio-economic conditions which may have obscured evidence of 

a migration into and out of regions where hazardous waste facilities had been constructed.
99

  If 

this were the case, then the underlying assumption of discrimination based on class or race that 

had formed the foundation of the environmental justice movement to this point could be called 

into question.  As one might expect, her paper drew criticism from some of her colleagues, with 

some even going so far as to label her arguments “distractions from the real task of ending 

environmental injustice wherever and whenever it occurs.”
100

 

In spite of the negative critiques that may have accompanied the paper, her work took the 

unique stance of suggesting that many of those residents who lived near a hazardous waste 

facility had gone through a cost-benefit analysis of their own regarding how such a facility may 

help or hurt them regardless of whether or not they were involved in the initial discussions 

regarding the siting decision.  As a result, they may have consciously moved closer to the facility 

for cheaper housing costs, proximity to work, or any number of alternative reasons.  The analysis 

also makes a tacit assumption that most minorities are already in a financially tenuous position 

which may prompt such a transition into an otherwise unattractive region.   
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Been‟s conclusion ultimately placed much of the demographic inequality that followed 

the siting of a facility squarely on the shoulders of consumer driven market dynamics.
101

  

Construction of a facility drove housing prices down, prompting those capable of moving to a 

better region to do so, while pulling in those persons who could not afford better housing and 

may have even been dependent upon the jobs the facility created.  She reinforced this conclusion 

by picking apart what she saw as statistical irregularities in a study conducted by Bullard, though 

a separate study that she addressed that was conducted by the Government Accountability Office 

(GAO) worked to contradict her findings.
102

  Ultimately, however, she attributed such a 

contradiction to the lower level of mobility possessed by persons in a rural region, as with the 

GAO study, versus those who live in urban centers who may have a higher degree of mobility, as 

with the Bullard study.
103

   

Been‟s work goes one step further though, and plays off of the UCC‟s assertion that 

institutions were using economic incentives to encourage the community‟s acceptance of the 

facility.  By allowing for a consumer‟s cost-benefit analysis to play a role in regional 

demographics it indirectly opens up the opportunity to call into question a producer‟s cost-

benefit analysis in regards to the location a facility is sited at.  Such a move was not only a tacit 

invitation for utilitarian and economic environmental justice discussions to play a more 

prominent role, but this would also allow the focus of later critiques to slide away from the 

government, and on to the corporation and its motives. 

It was not long after Been‟s initial proposal of market mechanics influencing unfair siting 

situations that alternative methods to legislation as a means of resolving the disparity began to 
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emerge.  Perhaps the most direct proposal was the push for businesses to begin internalizing the 

otherwise external cost of pollution production, and compensate the affected communities based 

on that calculation.
104

  Where one may otherwise see this as a callous approach considering the 

moral implications involved in paying a person to expose themselves to health risks,
105

 such an 

option was never wholly discounted by environmental justice thinkers
106

 in light of the potential 

benefits that could be generated from such an alliance.
107

  Their acceptance of such a proposal, 

however, was qualified with the stipulation that proper education on the nature of the project and 

the potential involved health risks be made available to the community.
108

  The problem, 

however, is that such education is commonly not made available to the community involved.  

Such a situation is exemplified in Camden, New Jersey, a community already subjected to two 

federally recognized Superfund sites, thirteen additional known contaminated sites, four 

junkyards, a petroleum coke transfer station and numerous other heavy industrial use sites.
109

  In 

Camden, outrage was sparked when construction of another heavy polluting factory was begun 

wholly nine months before the public was allowed to comment on the project.
110

  Even when the 

community was able to speak regarding the facility, they found that in New Jersey it is legal for 

construction of such a facility to begin “at risk” prior to the issuance of a permit for its operation, 
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thus bypassing the consultative period with the community that would otherwise have been 

required through the conventional permitting process.
111

 

In spite of some isolated enthusiastic support for Been‟s proposal, it was another three 

years before she would revisit this discussion, and while her initial paper did not ultimately 

disprove that there was some degree of social discrimination involved in the siting of hazardous 

waste facilities, she did help open the way for a larger discussion of the economic implications 

in, and ramifications of, the siting of a hazardous waste facility to take place alongside and 

intermingled with the extant social discourse.  Perhaps more interesting, however, is her later, 

more exhaustive work studying census tracts from the 1970s to the 1990s for both communities 

hosting hazardous waste facilities and control communities that remained free of such burdens.  

Specifically, while her study found “no significant evidence … that the percentage of African 

Americans in a tract at the beginning of a decade affected the probability that the tract would be 

selected to host a facility sometime in that decade,”
112

 she did find “that the percentage of 

Hispanics at the beginning of a decade increased the probability that the tract would be selected 

to host a facility in that decade.”
113

  Furthermore, in direct contradiction to her earlier initial 

assertions, Been states that her “analysis provides little support for the theory that market 

dynamics following the introduction of a TSDF [Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facility] into 

a neighborhood might lead it to become poorer and increasingly populated by racial and ethnic 

minorities.”
114
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Section 3 

At the same time Been and Bullard came to blows over their respective positions, 

progressive policies geared towards rectifying some of the environmental injustices that had been 

illuminated by thinkers and activists such as Benjamin Chavis Jr. and Charles E. Cobb of the 

UCC were already winding their way through complex government bureaucracies.  The main 

emphasis, found particularly in Executive Order 12898, was placed behind modified guidelines 

for claims filed under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and extending their jurisdiction to 

encompass claims of environmental discrimination.
115

  Such steps were significant for the way in 

which racist tendencies were acknowledged by the government in siting decisions,
116

 yet for all 

the language regarding human rights in the proposal, the methods for reaching decisions provide 

a striking attempt at using cost-benefit analysis to make normative judgments.  This expansion of 

powers was supplemented with government sanctioned guidance for assessing such claims that, 

amongst other things, required the gathering of demographic data for the community housing the 

facility to compare that against non-affected community populations.
117

  If the resultant 

statistical analysis showed a sufficient deviation from the control population, then the EPA‟s 

Office of Civil Rights can investigate further under the auspices that there is a potential violation 

of human rights taking place.
118

 

Looking at the manner by which these claims investigations are suggested to be 

undertaken, we can see that at bottom the results of the statistical analysis are being used to make 
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a claim about normative concerns.  The EPA is gathering tangible, scientific data regarding the 

town filing the Title VI claims and comparing those figures against control populations that can 

give a lucid and demonstrable indication of whether or not a justice or injustice is being 

committed.  That being said, however, we must recall Mishan‟s mistake.  Cost-benefit results can 

be manipulated based on the circumstances and people involved.  Given the difficulty in stating 

without challenge that if the numbers representing the complainant are x standard deviations 

from the mean we have a clear case of injustice, there exists an element of arbitrariness in the 

normative determination as to whether or not a town‟s complaint should be honoured.  This is 

made clear by the EPA‟s last statement on the document that it “may decide to follow the 

guidance provided in this document, or to act at variance with the guidance, based on its analysis 

of the specific facts presented.”
119

  While the EPA and the Clinton administration pursued this 

initiative with the best of intentions, “state agencies, environmental justice advocates, and 

industry representatives [complained that] it was unclear and unhelpful.”
120

  To make the 

situation worse, even with the benefits that such a program could have offered, since 1992 the 

EPA has not approved even one of the more than 150 claims made under Title VI by dismissing 

claims outright, altering its regulations to exclude terms of a claim, or simply allowing cases to 

fade away over a period of years without being addressed.
121

 

 

Section 4 

 Whether or not the term fairness was explicitly used at the start of the environmental 
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justice movement, ultimately, in matters dealing with discrimination, fairness is the principal 

issue at hand by the late 1990s.  It was just as utilitarian and economic language crept into the 

prevailing environmental justice discourse that the term fairness became increasingly referenced 

as a refutation of cost-benefit analysis and a push for distributive justice gained momentum.  

Furthermore, by this point, the question of corporate profit motives outweighing normal moral 

concerns for the harm which people may be, or actively are, subjected to have already been 

introduced.  This assertion stands as another argument against cost-benefit analysis as a 

reasonable premise for making decisions which impact entire communities.  Christian Hunold 

and Iris Young‟s 1998 paper, “Justice, Democracy, and Hazardous Siting,” helps to illuminate 

some of the transitional concepts that were coming into vogue during this time in environmental 

justice literature while withholding themselves from the larger discussion regarding corporate 

profit motives.  In particular, a greater emphasis had been placed on deliberative democracy as a 

means of evening out the playing field while cost-benefit analysis and utilitarianism came under 

open attack. 

 In dealing with the implementation of hazardous waste facilities, Hunold and Young 

observe that corporations and governments alike consider “large waste treatment facilities [to be] 

the most practical and efficient way to deal with the problem”
122

 of hazardous waste disposal.  

As a result of such reasoning, they go on to ask, “what justifies making the residents of the towns 

and neighborhoods in which these plants are sited bear the burdens they produce, for the sake of 

all those other people?”
123

  The conclusion which they naturally lead us to is that utilitarian 

moral discourse, and as a result cost-benefit analysis, has no means of determining fairness in the 
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assignment of burdens because of problems of disproportionate representation in cost benefit 

analyses due to issues of scale.
124

  As a result, they, and other contemporary environmental 

justice writers, lead us towards an alternative means of attaining fairness and justice in siting 

decisions. 

 By sharp contrast to utilitarian arguments, the more inclusive nature of the deliberative 

democracy which they proposed as an alternative offers a venue where both shareholders and 

stakeholders could come together and discuss potential options for the siting of hazardous waste 

facilities.  While there was no explicit mention of such a policy completely bypassing all use of 

cost-benefit analysis, the concept of an inclusive process for the siting of hazardous waste 

facilities was suggested to produce more just results for the community.  Specifically, Hunold 

and Young postulate that the deliberative process would, amongst other things, offer the 

community a greater degree of respect, offer a more equitable environmental solution, and 

produce a wiser decision than would otherwise have been possible.
125

  

 The importance of what Hunold and Young highlight in terms of the current prevailing 

environmental justice discourse should not be underestimated.  First and foremost, their calls for 

a greater degree of deliberative democracy involving siting decisions has become the cornerstone 

of environmental justice and has carried over into other fields.  Secondly, the increasing focus on 

fairness has gone hand-in-hand with the calls for greater deliberative democracy and has worked 

to reinforce such arguments.  Lastly, the philosophical dance between environmental justice 

thought and utilitarian moral theory has been a prominent aspect of the movement, a fact which 

they highlight with their continued confrontation with the concept of cost-benefit analysis 

throughout their paper. 
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 Kristen Shrader-Frechette is a notable exception to the rule regarding utilitarian critiques.  

Though not an avid supporter of either utilitarianism or cost-benefit analysis, she has 

conspicuously broken with the trend of wholesale condemnation of the two.  She has, instead, 

attempted to walk a fine line by allowing for beneficial additions to the siting process to come 

from cost-benefit analysis with the caveat that it be limited to commenting on non-normative 

aspects of the siting discussion.  Her critique has looked upon the efficiency and rationalism 

which cost-benefit analysis promotes within public policy as a positive part of the process with 

the important caveat that we are assuming cost-benefit analysis is being used correctly under 

given circumstances.
126

  That being said, Shrader-Frechette does take note of, and criticizes cost-

benefit analysis‟ inability to incorporate considerations of distributive inequities.  In particular, 

she has taken the unique approach to cost-benefit analysis of calling it “incomplete” as it can 

account for little beyond the narrow scope of “market-traded commodities.”
127

  

 While this survey of environmental justice literature provides a foundation of the 

evolution of the thought process over time, there have been real world consequences which have 

been driving that evolution.  The events which have taken place in the California towns of 

Kettleman City and Buttonwillow can serve to reinforce some of the critiques of cost-benefit 

analysis which I have just covered.  Additionally, it helps showcase some of the weaknesses of 

the prevailing system independent of cost-benefit analysis that served to further complicate the 

siting issues at hand.   
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Section 5 

Kettleman City California is an instance where Chem Waste Management had the 

intention of siting a new hazardous waste facility in a small, Hispanic farming community 

composed primarily of monolingual, Spanish-speaking residents.  From the very beginning, in 

almost every way that was possible the officials involved in the political system that was 

designed to protect the people of Kettleman City failed in their duties.  California State Law 

mandates that notices of the construction of hazardous waste facilities be distributed through 

print via the local paper, the posting of signs on and around the construction site, and the 

distribution of mailings to the site‟s neighbours.
128

  In spite of these legally mandated 

procedures, the residents of Kettleman City received no advanced notification of the proposed 

construction project.  Instead, the newspaper postings were made in the classifieds section of a 

newspaper that serviced residents 40 miles away, the offsite postings were made three miles 

from Kettleman on a lone post with a sign attached to it, and the mail notifications went to the 

agribusinesses and oil companies who were the facility‟s immediate neighbours and potential 

beneficiaries.
129

 

A further law, the California Environmental Quality Act, allows for a local population to 

take part in the review process for polluting facilities in and near their communities.
130

  Chem 

Waste pushed to have the project implemented providing documents describing the intended use 

of the facility and detailing the expected health ramifications for the surrounding community. 

These documents were only furnished, however, in their English version and totaled to roughly 

1,000 pages of technical data while, in spite of the local population being over 40% monolingual 
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Spanish speakers, no Spanish translation was provided.
131

  Subsequent requests for a full Spanish 

translation of the documents were promptly and repeatedly rejected by the County‟s elected 

representatives while Chem Waste offered a scant 5 pages in Spanish as a courtesy.
132

   

Baring these difficulties, the problems with the cost-benefit analysis and later 

Environmental Impact Statements harkened back to the problems we had discussed earlier that 

Mishan had not foreseen.  The reports that Chem Waste furnished to support the project failed to 

demonstrate the full potential for serious harm to the community‟s residents as they did not take 

into account preexisting health risks.
133

  Instead, the reports assumed that its facility would be the 

only one in the region when, in truth, the new facility would have been the second Chem Waste-

owned hazardous waste facility next to the community that would be spewing toxic pollution 

onto the surrounding areas.  The Chem Waste report also failed to take into account the 

pesticides used for farming and other pre-existing pollutants which might react with the pollution 

that the proposed facility would put out, and instead assumed unpolluted soil conditions. 

 This style of casual disregard for the community‟s residents, as displayed by the broad 

assumptions involved in the research and the lack of full disclosure, though not condoned, is 

largely expected by a now cynical public.  Furthermore, it is supposed to be the city‟s elected 

officials, government agencies, and courts who would act as the community‟s advocates in such 

a situation and work to protect the residents from the above described indifference.  This 

safeguard, however, was marred by a lack of elected representation on the County‟s Board of 

Supervisors who were from the Kettleman City region, let alone familiar with or sympathetic to 

the predominantly Latino southern region of Kings County.  Indeed, none of the officials elected 
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to represent the district which houses Kettleman City were actually from the town itself, nor had 

they visited the town that fell under their jurisdiction.
134

  Instead, they sided with Chem Waste 

without ever having consulted the small community.  Though town hall meetings were later held 

in which Kettleman City residents could voice their concerns, the meetings were held 40 miles 

away in the town of Hanford where no translators were provided, and the meetings demonstrated 

themselves to be little more than the elected officials presenting a rationale for their decision to 

back Chem Waste.
135

 

 In spite of these repeated failures on the part of the government officials, when the case 

was taken before the courts by the town‟s residents it was decided in favour of the residents of 

Kettleman City, a decision which Chem Waste decided not to appeal.
136

  The basis for the 

decision stemmed from the fact that appropriate disclosures of the facility‟s intended use and the 

potential health hazards involved were never made available to the community in a way that was 

intelligible.
137

  It is ultimately a moot point to assert that the community ought to have learned 

how to speak English given that California law requires, regardless of the language spoken, that 

documents describing the facility‟s planned use must be made properly available to residents.   

The case of Buttonwillow differs in only a few, but significant, ways from that of 

Kettleman City.  Both issues took place in California, indeed, in neighboring counties, and both 

the citizens of Kettleman City and Buttonwillow were represented by the same legal counsel, Mr. 

Luke Cole.
138

  Truly, the only major distinguishing factor between the cases was that in the 

instance of Buttonwillow the offending company was Laidlaw.  The residents of Buttonwillow 
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met similar, and in many ways even more aggressive, resistance from their state representatives.  

In particular, the County Planning Director, Ted James, who was supposed to act as the County‟s 

emissary between the Local Assessment Committee (LAC) and the County board, was 

responsible for repeatedly sabotaging the residents‟ attempts to acquire additional information 

through access to translators at meetings as well as Spanish translations of the pertinent 

documents involved in the siting process.
139

   

Buttonwillow‟s cause, however, was further hampered by the indifference with which it 

was received by the white and black members of their community.  As the story was adopted by 

the local media it was increasingly portrayed as an issue of translation rather than one of 

environmental injustice, which worked to quickly alienate the non-Hispanic community.
140

  

These problems were further compounded by the case being tried by a judge who openly stated 

that he was a friend of Laidlaw‟s vice president.
141

  He then promptly threw out the complaints 

regarding a lack of available Spanish translations as well as the claims filed under Title VIII of 

the 1968 Fair Housing Act and Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act which had won the case in 

Kettleman City.
142

  The negation of these claims effectively eviscerated the Buttonwillow 

residents‟ case.   

In spite of these complications, however, and to the surprise of all those involved, the 

judge ruled in favour of the residents of Buttonwillow and suspended Laidlaw‟s permit.
143

  The 

subsequent appeal filed by Laidlaw took another three years to resolve and resident interest and 

participation slowly began to wane as some moved away, while others had children that drew 
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their attention elsewhere.  It has been suggested that this increasing complacency on the part of 

the residents helped to contribute to the stunning ruling returned by the Court of Appeals.  When 

the final decision was made, the Court of Appeals overturned the previous ruling and reinstated 

Laidlaw‟s permit.
144

  Even more shocking, however, was the ruling which followed that stated 

several of the claims made by the residents of Buttonwillow were frivolous, and they were now 

responsible for reimbursing Laidlaw for its incurred legal fees.
145

  These final decisions left the 

community demoralized, disenfranchised, and resolved to their fate as hosts of the newly 

expanded waste facility. 

 

Section 6 

 Looking back upon the events that took place at the towns of Kettleman City and 

Buttonwillow we can see that what happened was not the result of a single act of neglect or 

abuse.  It was instead a series of events that not only set these stories in motion, but sustained the 

rapid deterioration of civility and respect throughout the ordeal.  At the outset, both towns had 

several things in common; both were predominantly Spanish-speaking immigrant communities, 

both relied on subsistence farming, both were already home to at least one hazardous waste 

facility, and both already experienced a higher-than-normal rate of birth defects and cancers.
146

  

In a broader sense, both communities had far more in common than simply these factors; they 

were both under the protective jurisdiction of EPA Region 9, both had elected representatives 

that were supposed to legislate on their behalf and work as advocates for the communities in 

their county, both incidences worked with companies that were arguably following the rule of 
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the law, though at the same time supporting themselves in ethically questionable ways, and both 

had state and federal regulations that were designed to protect the communities from harm and 

abuse at the hands of negligence. 

 The paths which these two cities followed, however meandering they might have been, 

were no less similar.  The conflicts began when the respective communities discovered that a 

new hazardous waste facility was set to be constructed near the towns.  Discovered, in this 

instance, is the key word as another significant common link was that neither community had 

received proper notification of planned projects.  Instead, the communities heard of the plans 

through a phone call from an activist with Greenpeace and passed the news of the proposals by 

word of mouth.
147

   

This very process of dissemination spurred the development of small, grassroots 

organizations that worked to uncover more information and moved to take an active, 

participatory role in the siting process.  The resistance that both communities met was substantial 

with disclosure documents whose distribution to the residents was required under state law being 

released only begrudgingly and, even then, only in English in spite of knowledge that the 

communities consisted predominantly of monolingual Spanish-speaking residents.  At the same 

time, the provided information proved to demonstrate that not all variables had been taken into 

account in the impact analyses though the community had insufficient access to scientific studies 

of their own to prove otherwise.  Additionally, the EPA failed to make their resources available 

to the community or follow up on the information provided in the cost-benefit analysis to verify 

its accuracy.  All the while, elected officials involved in the siting efforts remained 

predominantly unresponsive when not actively working to undermine community efforts. 
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 In spite of the similarities, the conclusions proved to be markedly different.  In the 

Kettleman City incident, David defeated Goliath.  After a series of court battles wound their way 

through the California court system, Kettleman City won their right to not have another 

hazardous waste facility sited in its town.  Kettleman has seemingly also been spared a new 

battle over a proposed expansion of the existing hazardous waste facility as the EPA branch 

overseeing California has stayed a proposed expansion of that facility pending an investigation 

into a cluster of birth defects and health problems following the Obama administration‟s renewed 

interest in environmental justice issues.
148

  Buttonwillow did not find itself to be as lucky.  While 

their attempts to stop the introduction of a new hazardous waste facility placed the town in the 

same California judicial system, in the end, the corporation emerged victorious after a lengthy 

series of court battles and appeals and got their waste facility. 

 There were a number of ways that the system failed the towns of Kettleman City and 

Buttonwillow.  Among these was the failure of the corporations involved to follow the law both 

in letter as well as in spirit.  Instead, they pursued their own interpretation that offered the 

associated benefits of breaking ground on the project faster as well as a potential reduction in 

cost to the firms involved.
149

  This interpretation of their legal requirements spilled over into 

their impact statements that were submitted as part of the proposal.  The reports that had been 

generated “had not sufficiently analyzed the toxic waste incinerator‟s impacts on air quality and 

on agriculture”
150

 by excluding material information regarding pre-existing facilities that already 

impacted the town‟s chemistry, and instead based their studies on an assumed state of 

environmental similarity to other towns not already home to a hazardous waste facility.  The 
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elected officials were no less to blame for the manner in which the siting process was handled 

and the way in which they responded to the concerns of the residents.  Walls were repeatedly 

erected to hamper the potential impact the residents could have on the process, and when the 

walls proved to be ineffective brute force was used to keep them out of the siting discussions.
151

 

In the end, the corporations involved in the siting discussions attempted to bleed the 

towns dry of both funding and stamina by holding the proceedings hostage in the court system 

for as long as possible.  Indeed, by the time these cases found themselves in the California 

courts, there is little that could have been done to change the outcomes through the use of 

utilitarian or cost-benefit analysis arguments as the fates of the towns were, at that point, decided 

by legal arguments and interpretations of the law.   

 

Conclusion 

 We should take note of several interesting quirks of the discussion that we have had to 

this point.  In the first place, though cost-benefit analysis has often times been railed against in 

environmental justice literature as normatively impotent and, as a result, an ineffective means of 

reaching siting decisions, there are many of these critiques who qualify their statements by 

adding that if cost-benefit analysis were supplemented by an acceptable normative system that 

allowed for greater fairness and less corruption then cost-benefit analysis works perfectly fine as 

a means of economic critique.  Indeed, the critiques made by Wenz, Shrader-Frechette, and 

Hunold and Young all stand well within the bounds of what Kaldor had initially stated when he 

cautioned against using cost-benefit analysis for commentary on normative matters.  Secondly, if 

we look at the progression of the incidents at Kettleman City and Buttonwillow, we can see that, 
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while cost-benefit analysis played a significant role, the problems which plagued its use were 

corruption of its intent and usage at the beginning of the project before decisions were brought 

before open public scrutiny rather than employing it actively throughout the siting process. 

 This is not, however, to liberate cost-benefit analysis of all of its potential negatives.  Its 

inability to comment on normative concerns has an unexpected side effect.  Though normative 

concerns are not discussed in cost-benefit analysis, such omission causes normative issues to be 

viewed as little more than externalities.  This has the unintentional effect of further elevating 

rational, economically-minded concerns above those of ethical and moral concerns because they 

are the only arguments that can be captured in a rational demonstrable fashion.  It is this legacy 

that has, over time, become amplified as normative discourse has been gradually reasoned out of 

cost-benefit discussions.  Given the persistence of cost-benefit analysis based upon its benefits, if 

normative concerns are to be introduced into the siting process, the entropy of this historical 

precedence must be overcome. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MIXING OIL AND WATER 

 Given the storied pasts of both cost-benefit analysis and utilitarianism, it should be 

understandable as to why thinkers such as Smith found such difficulty not necessarily in the 

proposal of a normative economics, but doing so in such a way that their suggestions were 

adopted as a whole rather than sampled and adopted piecemeal based on the reader‟s 

preferences.  Samuel Fleischacker attempted to show the lengths to which Smith went to inject 

normative suggestions into The Wealth of Nations without making those assertions explicit.  In 

his Theory of Moral Sentiments, Smith asserts that to preach at one‟s audience using an 

overabundance of normative shoulds or oughts runs the risk of such sermons being interpreted as 

direct attacks rather than suggestions, and can ultimately be counterproductive.
152

  Instead, Smith 

opted to employ a more subtle method in an attempt to use “amoral discourse, to provoke others 

into seeing themselves in a moral light.”
153

  It should be apparent from contemporary 

interpretations of his work by scholars such as Vivienne Brown,
154

 efforts by economists such as 

Kaldor, and the widespread adoption of cost-benefit analysis as a theory derived from the pages 

of the Wealth of Nations that his attempts at subtlety were perhaps too successful.
155

   

The unique nature of the contemporary position is that the logical economic arguments of 

Smith and subsequent economists who have expanded on his work have already been adopted by 
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the broader academic community.  It is no longer a question of mixing sugar with medicine to 

mask the bad taste, but rather making attempts to bring about changes within a now well-

established system.  The assertions of Robbins and Kaldor that economics must remain 

objectively apart from the scenarios that it evaluates can hold true for ideal situations that are 

described in mathematics.  However, with the introduction of real-world consequences and new, 

unforeseen variables that lie outside the realm of possibilities for homo economicus, material 

moral information must be taken into account in the decision making process.  This should be a 

foregone conclusion, and yet the texts and papers of the environmental justice movement are 

shot through with examples of situations where such considerations were not made by 

businessmen and elected officials. 

As I attempted to illustrate in the previous chapter, much of the discussion regarding 

cost-benefit analysis has centered on its principle flaws as the sole basis for reaching siting 

decisions.  Each of these authors has either directly or indirectly acknowledged the strength of 

cost-benefit analysis and at the very least respects its systemic endurance.  What has also been 

observed, however, is the manner by which cost-benefit analysis has both intentionally and 

unintentionally served as a means of economically and scientifically justifying discrimination 

through environmental methods thus effectively marring the mathematical purity of its 

assertions.  While none of these discussions have openly stated that cost-benefit analysis should 

be completely removed from the siting process, nearly every one of these authors has suggested 

that it take a secondary role behind some alternative primary means of vetting siting proposals.  

In spite of these efforts to explore cost-benefit analysis, there remain lingering epistemological 

depths that have yet to be plumbed and searched for what other truths about the current siting 
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process might be learned, how to better navigate it, and how to build a better solution for 

overcoming its pitfalls. 

It is my intention in this chapter to begin with a closer look at some of the hidden truths 

that support the mystique of cost-benefit analysis that have yet to be truly explored in the hopes 

that it will provide a better understanding of the framework we have been operating in than has 

perhaps been provided to this point.  This will assist us in more closely looking at how cost-

benefit analysis and utilitarian language is both more prevalent than has previously been 

observed throughout environmental justice literature, but also how it can be helpful in 

reinforcing some solutions that have already been offered while providing guidance for how to 

proceed from there.  The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of some of the potential 

contestations to my proposal that could arise as well as discussing how those issues are also 

addressed. 

 

Section 1 

 Perhaps the most significant, and at the same time most hidden, idea that supports the 

perceived rectitude of cost-benefit analysis is the fetishization of the expert.  Cost-benefit 

analyses themselves are born from and supported by experts in the finances of establishing a 

facility, what the facility can and should hold, and what affects its pollution would have on the 

surrounding residents and environment.  In the case of cost-benefit analysis, this history stretches 

back to its original adoption by the Army Corps of Engineers as its principal method of 

reviewing project proposals.
156

  Where the knowledge of the experts in the early 1900s in many 
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respects falls far short of what a contemporary expert should know, the blind faith with which 

their decrees were followed has changed little over the years. 

 This is not to say that experts are always wrong or that they should not be used in 

determining siting decisions.  Experts have successfully built sky scrapers, cracked the human 

genome, and put men on the moon, but experts have also told us they were wrong about the 

safety of pesticides, lead, and asbestos, they have warned us about the dangers of global cooling 

in the 1970s, and experts created the financial derivatives that caused the global financial 

markets to collapse in 2008.  The hyper-specialization of the modern paradigm has led to a 

proliferation of experts that has created two significant problems.  With the overabundance of 

experts, we now find ourselves subjected to expert wars that are evidenced in the climate change 

debate, how to solve the global financial crisis, and the severity of the environmental impact that 

will result from the BP oil spill.
157

  While the information that they provide is doubtlessly useful, 

the demand for expert commentary and the confidence that is vested in it has diminished the 

weight of amateur observers and commentators that can often times be just as beneficial.
158

  This 

has created the additional problem of placing the burden of proof on communities claiming 

unfair or excessive health burdens who already stand at a disadvantage because of their position 

of non-expertise which is then further compounded by the broad range of individual sensitivities 

that exist to different chemicals. 

 The siting process itself mirrors this bias towards expert testimony.  The process itself 

centers on the location, size, and type of the facility being established by the experts at the 
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corporation seeking its construction.  Impact assessments are furthermore based on third party 

scientists paid by the corporation seeking the building permit, or its own in-house scientists and 

the variables they define to be important rather than truly unbiased third parties.  Claims of 

excessive health burdens amongst populations surrounded by toxic facilities are traditionally 

dismissed as unfounded claims in most instances
159

 because there is no expert data published that 

will support them.
160

  If the testimony of residents and amateur observers is given such little 

credence, the expectation that an open and constructive dialogue between community 

representatives and a panel of scientific experts regarding a siting decision is made all the more 

difficult by such prima facie assumptions regarding the significance of residents claims and 

concerns. 

 The problem that we are then faced with is the increasing exclusion of human rights and 

moral concerns from the common business vernacular.  This is not to say that business is wholly 

devoid of concern for both its share and stakeholders.  Shareholders in particular occupy a 

privileged position of concern in the business world.  It is rather to say that the nature of cost-

benefit analysis as it was discussed in chapter 2 and the manner in which it takes precedence in 

the decision making process largely precludes the inclusion of what would be abstract 

discussions under the cost-benefit rubric regarding the nature of human rights and moral 

discourses in what is viewed, albeit falsely, to be a principally financially oriented discussion.  
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Where concern is shown, it is often through negotiated compensation
161

 while just as often a lack 

of any demonstrable concern leads to organized public protests and lengthy court battles.
162

   

Based on the discussion in the previous chapter it should be apparent that the principle 

concern of the environmental justice movement is that normative concerns including human 

rights, justice, and morally upright siting procedures appear to be viewed largely as externalities 

to the process of developing and siting a new hazardous waste facility.  It can, and indeed should, 

be argued that some normative concerns are taken into account by businesses when developing 

siting proposals.  The problem with these considerations is twofold however.  In the first place, 

the position of human rights as an externality to the cost-benefit calculus means that any attempt 

to introduce a rights discussion into the process is left largely unintelligible as to how it can 

effectively be integrated into the rational, mathematical impact assessments.  Indeed, as was 

discussed in chapter 2 it is the mathematical clarity and the exclusion of otherwise messy 

normative issues that can often times be subjectively defined and difficult to address directly that 

has led to the success of cost-benefit analysis.  Second, and perhaps more important, is that for 

the communities forced to house these facilities, the people who protest in the streets, or take the 

matter to court, or quietly submit to the will of businesses and elected officials, there is a 

widespread feeling that what is being done is insufficient, but understanding why it is insufficient 

is crucial to this issue. 

Within the context of siting decisions, there appears to be three factors that contribute 

most to the lack of justice in the eyes of the affected communities.  In the first place, a consistent 

exclusion of the community from the initial decision of where to site the hazardous waste facility 
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places the community in a defensive position from the very beginning of the process.  What has 

become the procedural norm is to determine a siting location first, begin the permitting process, 

and only then invite the community into the discourse.  Rather than the involved business being 

viewed as a potential partner in a new venture, they are perceived from the outset as an invader 

with a separate, and perhaps harmful, agenda. 

This leads directly to a second major issue: the involved community‟s consistent and at 

times forced exclusion from a constructive discourse regarding the facility.  Instead of a 

collaborative partnership, a paternalistic approach is oftentimes taken by the elected officials and 

business representatives where the decision has already been made by the time the community is 

able or allowed to become involved.  Even when the communities are given the opportunity to 

voice their concerns and solicit an active discourse with the involved business and government, 

their words are, at best, listened to, but more often than not they are not heard.
163

 

This lack of discourse is predicated by the assumed justness of a siting proposal based on 

its legality, scientism, and economism which causes the discussion amongst involved parties to 

break down even further.  In this regard, the businesses and government believe that because 

they have followed proper legal, scientific, and economic protocol and have taken steps to 

remain within the bounds of what the law requires that this in some way equates to their venture 

being just.  While the connection would appear to be logical, historical precedent has shown that 

simply because a law exists does not mean that the habits that it supports are just.  On the 

contrary, history bears repeated witness to the malleability of the law as aspects of it are shown 

to be unjust and are accordingly adapted to fit within an alternative and more just framework. 
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What is instead taking place is the arraying of experts from science, economics, and 

business oriented law against a community of laypersons whose principal concerns oftentimes 

are only directed to these topics by circumstance of their association with civil rights, social, and 

normative concerns.  Such an emphasis through the use of experts causes the focus on the 

legality of a decision to be not on legal concerns centered on civil and human rights with 

business concerns as externalities, but instead on business concerns with civil and human rights 

left as externalities.  Challenges to a siting decision are then made more complicated as matters 

degenerate into not only two competing legal interpretations, but two entirely different legal 

schools of thought with the weight of the expert centered behind the business concerns and the 

community behind civil and human rights.   

 

Section 2 

These issues can then be boiled down to one crucial short fall in the present siting 

process; flawed institutionalized processes that necessarily lead to the pluralistic communicative 

relationships that are so common in these issues.  In light of this discussion, we can look to an 

example furnished by Hunold and Young that offers a glimpse of an alternative siting process 

used in Switzerland.  The proposal involved the construction of a new disposal facility in the 

Canton
164

 of Aargau where the Canton government‟s Baudepartment brought in external 

mediators to manage siting negotiations between the citizens of the prospective towns that might 

house the facility and the group developing the proposal.
165

  The process itself was able to 

transcend strict cost-benefit analysis on the part of the organization building the facility to a 

discussion more reminiscent of the deliberative democracy that the authors advocate and, at the 
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same time, affords the opportunity to implement a weak form of Smith‟s impartial observer.  The 

citizens‟ rights were protected through active dialogue as impartial mediators oversaw and 

helped to ensure such protections.  The Baudepartment had already designed criteria around the 

scientific necessities of the region to house the project, and cost projections based on the 

potential sites had been developed prior to discussions with the communities.
166

  Thus, with the 

economic aspects largely resolved pending the final selection of a city to house the facility, the 

insurance of the benefits to the involved communities was emphasized through their active 

participation in selection of the final site.
167

 

Though Hunold and Young observed that this case in and of itself failed to meet all of the 

requirements that they had prescribed as being necessary for a fully deliberative democratic 

process,
168

 it nevertheless stands as a good example of how simple changes in the procedures 

followed in reaching a siting decision can lead to a dramatically different and more equitable 

outcome.  Foremost amongst the positive ramifications of such a discourse is the protection of 

the peoples‟ right to a safe environment.  An open dialogue with several different potential host 

communities present and mediated by an impartial arbitrator indicates that the environmental 

burdens are not being forced on one group of people unfairly, and that if the storage and safety 

initiatives proposed by the facility‟s producer are inadequate, a community is not under any 

pressure to accept it.
169

  Furthermore, if the community is satisfied with the plans, the safety 

measures, and the benefits that they would receive they have equal rights to welcome the 

facility‟s construction.  It should be noted that to this end the construction plans would 
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necessarily need to be developed with the concerns and interests of the host community in mind.  

Perhaps the most important note that can be made regarding this example, however, is that there 

were multiple prospects being solicited which necessitated that the solicitations be made before 

any final siting decision was reached. 

The siting process used by Hunold and Young differs from that used in the United States 

in another significant way, however.  In the above example, there was no corporation that was 

proposing the siting of a new facility as a result of new business needs, but it was instead the 

government of the Canton of Aargau itself that decided that a new facility was required and 

began searching for an appropriate site before extending contract offers to firms to build and 

maintain it.
170

  With the need for a new facility being determined by the government, and its 

maintenance and operation being funded with taxpayer money under the direction of the 

government a major source of pressure was lifted from the situation thus allowing for a more 

leisurely democratic process.  Furthermore, rather than the operation of hazardous waste 

facilities being maintained by private corporations, the Swiss use public services funded by the 

federal and local governments to operate the facilities.
171

  In combination, these elements of 

direct governmental control over both the siting and maintenance of a hazardous waste facility 

promote an atmosphere of open dialogue as the person(s) responsible for the facility answers 

directly to the community that will be housing the facility by means of democratic elections. 

Such a process stands in stark contrast to the one employed in the United States.  In 

Kettleman City and Buttonwillow it was Chem Waste and Laidlaw that determined their 

companies were in need of expanded storage capacity for hazardous wastes at which point they 
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began seeking out suitable locations.  Rather than fielding a variety of potential hosts, however, 

the corporations sought out one location before beginning negotiations with the local 

government.  The downward pressure from external market forces on the corporation was 

applied to the county governments involved and created a substantial change to the relational 

dynamics from the Swiss example.  Without additional taxpayer expenditures required in the 

construction and maintenance of the facility, the appearance to the government is a gain in local 

employment and increased tax revenues from the corporate facility along with additional 

corporate dollars to fund upcoming elections.  Assuming the local government succumbs to such 

temptations, it falls then to an entity such as the EPA to step in and offer an unbiased critique on 

the situation based upon the environmental impact statement. 

It is not until after this process is underway that the chosen host community is invited in 

to learn about the proposal and voice their concerns.  If we look at the events in Kettleman City 

and Buttonwillow, in both instances local activist groups, El Pueblo para el Aire y Agua Limpio 

in Kettleman City and Padres Hacia una Vida Mejor in Buttonwillow, were invited to town hall 

meetings and Local Assessment Committees (LACs) to take part in a discussion which would 

appear to extend some level of deliberative engagement.  The problem came at these meetings 

where, as was discussed in the previous chapter, though they were invited, the communities were 

effectively sabotaged by their own elected representatives in such a way as to bar their true 

participation.  It then becomes apparent that in spite of an invitation to open discourse, the nature 

of the meetings was still rooted in a combative, pluralistic model.   

Such a difficulty showcases the dangers of deliberative democratic elements slipping into 

the customary pluralistic discourse as the will of the people is overridden by a majority working 

against it.  While the example posed by Hunold and Young showcased only two parties in the 
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siting process, the government and the community, under the current siting system in the United 

States there are three principle parties involved; the corporation proposing the facility, the 

federal, state, or local arm of the government that is working with the corporation to move the 

project forward, and the residents of the town that may become home to the facility.  The 

pluralistic nature of the discourse left the community effectively outnumbered and as is the case 

in any democracy the will of the majority supersedes that of the minority.  As a result, the 

prospect of the corporation and the local government allying with each other to push a proposal 

through against the will of the people is a very real possibility as is evident in the incidents at 

Kettleman City and Buttonwillow. 

 

Section 3 

 To this point, we can see the significant benefits that a more deliberative democratic 

siting process can offer us; however, this then begs the question as to why a utilitarian rubric is 

necessary.  Utilitarianism, however, is pervasive throughout the siting process.  Indeed, the very 

discussion regarding the necessity for deliberative democracy in the siting process springs from a 

utilitarian analysis.  On the one hand is the current method of reaching a siting decision based 

almost exclusively on the use of cost-benefit analysis while this is being compared against the 

distributive justice formula, Wenz‟s Concentric Circle Theory,
172

 and the deliberative democratic 

alternative, amongst others, that would position cost-benefit studies as a contributing factor to 

the overall process, but not the principle one. 

 Taking the dominant cost-benefit system and the promising deliberative democratic 
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theory, if we look at the utility of the two systems in Table 1,
173

 a strict usage of only cost-

benefit analysis offers us a number of benefits, many of which are tied to economic gains.   

 

Table 1.  Utility comparison between cost-benefit analysis and deliberative democracy 174 

 
 Utility Gains Utility Losses 

Cost-benefit 

Analysis 
 Speed 

 Cost Efficient 

 Simplicity/clarity 

 Increased revenue stream for the 

corporation involved 

 Increased tax revenues for the 

government 

 Increased employment 

 Legal fees 

 Delays due to court proceedings 

 Stress (this includes personal, 

familial, and community) 

 Increased healthcare costs 

 Tarnished brand image 

 Combative relationship with the 

local community 

 Denial of citizen‟s rights 

 Rejection of initial proposal 

 

Deliberative 

Democracy 
 Cooperative relationship with the 

local community 

 Protection of community rights 

 Continued use of cost-benefit 

analysis in an economically 

minded fashion 

 Improved brand image 

 Increased revenue stream for the 

corporation involved 

 Increased tax revenues for the 

government 

 Increased employment 

 

 Speed 

 Cost efficiency 

 Repeated submissions of proposal 

 Rejection of initial proposal 

 

 

 

While it offers far more losses in terms of utility, some of which are rooted in economic values, 

it should be noted that many others are derived from more abstract concerns not captured in a 

traditional cost-benefit analysis such as rights violations.   By comparison, the deliberative 

democratic option offers many of the same benefits that cost-benefit analysis carries as a final 
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result of the process as well as additional, less tangible benefits with few disadvantages.   

Perhaps most important, however, is the preservation of the community‟s rights to a safe 

environment.  As was discussed in chapter 1, foremost amongst concerns in a normative 

utilitarian study is a concern for the preservation of rights due to the a priori precedence which 

they take in a given analysis.  The denial of a community‟s rights to a safe environment through 

their exclusion from equal and open discourse regarding a siting decision before a final location 

has been determined would result in a loss of utility under a rubric based on the strict use of cost-

benefit analysis that would far outweigh any potential utility derived from speed and a reduced 

cost of implementation. 

These assertions based on the above utility information can be seen as being reinforced 

by the success witnessed in Hunold and Young‟s example, similar methods used in Wisconsin 

that have been welcomed by members of the waste management industry as easier to work 

with,
175

 and the sheer volume of material in the environmental justice movement that calls for 

similar practices.  In this regard, rather than utilitarianism competing with deliberative 

democracy or excluding it as a possible alternative, a utilitarian analysis would do quite the 

opposite and suggest that deliberative democracy, of the options available, is the preferred 

method that should be used in the process of siting hazardous waste facilities.  The establishment 

of a preferred usage of deliberative democracy, however, does not resolve the potential conflicts 

that may arise in the process of negotiations.
176

 

 In this regard, utilitarianism in the modified form that was discussed in the first chapter is 

reintroduced as a beneficial contributor to the siting discourse within the deliberative framework.  
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The language of business itself is one of costs and benefits; that much has been firmly 

established.  Furthermore, the common language of negotiations between businesses and 

communities would be based heavily on discussions of costs and benefits weighing those of the 

community against those of the business.  In terms of the business, their obvious concerns would 

be expense of construction and maintenance versus the benefits from increased business and 

revenues, and potential tax breaks.  Likewise, the community itself would be concerned with the 

potential costs in terms of health and reduced quality of life and a loss in home and property 

value versus the potential jobs that such a facility could generate or the negotiated compensation 

packages that they may be offered.  However, communities would carry the additional, more 

abstract concerns of the facility‟s receptivity to later issues that the community may have and 

assurances that the facility will be maintained in a manner that will place the least severe health 

impositions on the community that are feasibly possible. 

 The problem that we are then confronted with in this situation is one discussed in chapter 

1; specifically the inability of cost-benefit analysis to comment on normative concerns.  To 

suddenly introduce normative discourse into a cost-benefit discussion runs the risk of mitigating 

the importance of the expressed normative concerns or leaving them altogether lost as 

inconveniences to be paid little heed.  As has so often occurred, where these normative concerns 

began as externalities, the inability to translate what they are attempting to express into 

intelligible business concerns has left the issues casually addressed or altogether ignored.  

Because of the overarching importance that moral and normative issues take in a siting 

discussion, the necessity that they be recognized and addressed is made all the more salient.   
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Section 4 

 These hurdles offer us several principle opportunities that I want to make explicit in this 

section that have the potential of not only supporting a more deliberative democratic process, but 

at the same time maximizing the potential utility for all parties involved and improving the cost-

benefit analysis process that is currently used.  In this regard, communication continues to be a 

key feature of forming a more just siting process.  In the first place, community feedback and 

concerns should be solicited in the process before a final site for the facility has been determined.  

As was addressed earlier, this offers the opportunity for different towns to review the facility, 

provide their input, and, if they so choose, to reject the proposal pending additional changes or 

guarantees.  Additionally, such an open and visible discourse offers a unique opportunity for the 

business and communities involved to take note of the demographics present and whether there 

is undue representation by minority communities that may represent some level of discriminatory 

siting practices.  This process presents its own challenges in terms of language as was discussed 

earlier. 

 If communities are brought into the siting discussion earlier, this offers the advantage of 

their own cost-benefit analysis being voiced and accommodated in the siting process.  Under the 

current set of circumstances, the feeling is that the benefits to the businesses and the government 

are the important factors to be considered while the costs can be deflected to the community.  In 

this way the benefits that they might receive are predetermined with little room for negotiation 

while the costs to a community are largely dictated to them by whatever analysis may have been 

done by the business involved in the siting process.  While such considered variables may not be 

irrelevant to the siting process, they may not include matters that are important to the people that 

cannot be measured by chemical tests.  A principle concern of Hunold and Young is that “all 
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affected social positions and perspectives,”
177

 be brought to the table for the siting discussion.  

By inviting the community into the conversation earlier this provides the opportunity to both 

place the costs to the community as defined by the community alongside those of the 

government and business involved and allows the community to discuss and negotiate what 

benefits may be available to them.  The requirement of multiple communities being solicited for 

participation in this process, however, is the important additional caveat that moves the siting 

process closer to that seen in Hunold and Young‟s Swiss example. 

 This open discourse, however, presents an opportunity for the discussion to fall apart.  As 

was discussed earlier, concerns phrased strictly in terms of rights and norms have a tendency of 

translating poorly into a cost-benefit analysis and as a result run the increased risk of receiving 

little or no attention.  Since the community is the party that will be home to the new facility and, 

at the same time, traditionally finds itself playing the role of the victim in these cases, it is of 

immense importance that their concerns be communicated clearly so that they can be addressed 

directly.  The introduction of a third party to mediate the process offers an impartial actor that 

can not only work to make certain that the concerns of the business, the local government, and 

the community are addressed, but it also provides a party that can translate the concerns of one 

group to the others involved in an alternate and possibly more intelligible way.  

To this end, utilitarianism offers a means of facilitating this translation of normative 

concerns to something more closely related to a cost-benefit method of critique by virtue of the 

similarities in the language and methods of critique used.  This becomes particularly salient 

when discussing what benefits are necessary to prompt a community to allow someone to 

encroach on their right to a safe environment and what that truly means.  Christopher Boerner 
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and Thomas Lambert are fond of the option of expanding the use of negotiated compensation as 

a means of resolving injustices in siting decisions,
178

 and this example stands as one such 

instance where a determination must be made as to whether or not the amount being offered 

accurately reflects the anticipated impacts that will be made on a given community.  Such a 

decision could be reached strictly in terms of estimated health care costs, however, such a 

narrowly rational analysis would fail to capture alternative, less demonstrable concerns that a 

discussion in terms of utility factors may be better able to communicate.
179

 

 The required introduction of a third party offers additional benefits as well.  As Luke 

Cole and Sheila Foster have observed, it is not uncommon that in the current siting process those 

who make the decisions find themselves with a vested interest in the success or failure of a 

project.  The problem arises when “the decision maker has been „captured‟ by a single interest, 

or by a coalition of interests, then the process is illegitimate.”
180

  Given that the parties who are 

able to capture the interest of the decision makers are almost exclusively business interests, we 

find that once captured, the decision maker is placed under the pressures of the free market 

translated through the corporation.  It should come as no surprise then that “when deciding 

between the desires of a community and those of a company, they often favor the interest that 

puts the most pressure on them.”
181

  Aside from acting strictly as a translator, an impartial third 

party inserted into the negotiations offers the additional potential to alleviate the pressure that 

would otherwise be exerted on a person with a vested interest in the project‟s success or failure.   

 It is important to point out that the role of this third party is not ultimately that of an 

arbiter where it assesses the different positions and arguments and then provides a binding ruling 
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on the issue at hand.  I would instead suggest that the role of the third party is that of a facilitator 

and a mediator: active in the facilitation and encouragement for communication amongst the 

parties involved while remaining separate from the final decision.  Were this third party to have a 

say in the outcome of the proceedings, its ability to maintain impartiality stands in question; 

whereas, a mediator would be able to leave the decision as to whether or not the community 

moves forward with the siting decision in the hands of the truly interested parties.  It is for this 

reason that a deliberative democratic framework when supported by this impartial mediator acts 

as an ideal setting to conduct such a discussion.  Such a rubric would offer the advantage of 

allowing the discussion to move beyond the current emphasis on scientific and economic issues 

and afford a community the opportunity to voice its own concerns with the knowledge that they 

will be heard and considered.  Additionally, the openness of the structure can accommodate a 

variety of techniques that can be employed by the business interests or the community to address 

unique circumstances that might arise while still preserving the active participation of all those 

involved.  Such a program by no means precludes potential conflict, and there are short falls to 

be sure,
182

 however, the deliberative process offers an exercise that allows the multiplicity of 

voices involved to be heard and understood in their situated histories and concerns as well as a 

venue to deliberate over methods and interpretations.  Through this method, experts from 

multiple parties would be better heard, the role of expertise itself would be better understood in 

relation to the appropriate diverse backgrounds, and the unique epistemological contributions of 

those that do not have the presumed legitimacy of “the expert” would be heard.
183
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 This leads to other opportunities in the process of siting a facility that can help to address 

some of the ambiguities of the variables used in determining potential impacts on the community 

and at the same time anticipate some of the potential concerns that a community might have.  In 

order to maximize both the utility of a given state of affairs and the benefits versus the costs, it is 

necessary to make multiple comparisons of states of affairs.  Looking at this in strictly utilitarian 

terms, in order to find the best possible siting decisions a number of factors must be analyzed 

including current environmental burdens a community may already be subjected to through other 

hazardous waste facilities or heavy polluting industrial complexes, demographics, type of 

facility, potential hazards such a facility could create, the willingness of the town to adopt such a 

project, etc.   

Such information can and should be required in final siting proposals before a permit is 

given to a company.  In the first place, when looking at cost-benefit analysis metrics, such 

additional information would force researchers to take into account variables that may otherwise 

be excluded when studying the environmental impacts a facility could have on a community.  

Rather than hindering impact statements, this information would help to make such statements 

more accurately reflect the true conditions that are affecting a community prior to the addition of 

a hazardous waste facility.  Additionally, making this information patently clear would force the 

involved corporation and those reviewing the permit applications to take note of the state of the 

community the facility would be located in and take stock of what the information truly says 

about the justice of the siting decision. 

 

Section 5 

 While I have endeavoured to this point to be as illustrative as possible, such a treatment 
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nevertheless leaves my proposal open to a number of potential critiques.  Perhaps foremost 

amongst these is the concern that such a modified procedure of reaching siting decisions could 

be egregiously misinterpreted or abused by those involved in two ways.  First, new or more 

strongly worded requirements could lead to participants simply providing the additional detail 

without taking the time to reflect on what is actually being asked for.  Second, a lack of strong 

enforcement supporting the protection of the rights of the community can leave this aspect of the 

rubric, while well intentioned, ultimately helpless. 

 Both are valid critiques.  Particularly in the business world, morality has been reduced to 

a reality more closely resembling Thomas Hobbes‟ state of nature.
184

  In spite of the widespread 

calls for grassroots organizations to form around the environmental justice cause, the ultimate 

intent of such a project is to draw sufficient attention to the issues of environmental justice in the 

hopes of effecting legislative change.
185

  Such a mindset bears silent witness to the underlying 

assumptions regarding the business world.  We can see that there is a mistrust of its operations 

outside of a social contract with the state.  Widespread discontent with the extant state operations 

in relation to siting decisions suggests, however, that it is the state‟s relationship with its people 

that must also be reassessed.
186

  To assume that the simple bolstering of such processes would 

cause the moral instincts of those involved to immediately take precedence over business 

acumen is perhaps naïve, particularly if we assume the business world to be operating under such 

a strong Hobbesian epistemology.  However, a stronger system of enforcement of these rules by 

an oversight body such as the EPA can, in time, lead to the development of a stronger sense of 
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moral responsibility and a greater willingness to participate in social interactions under these 

beliefs. 

 Such enforcement by a third party nevertheless invokes a weak form of the impartial 

observer developed by Adam Smith in his Theory of Moral Sentiments
187

 and supported by Sen 

in his own capabilities theory.
188

  To this point, Smith asserts that knowledge of our own motives 

in assenting to or denying our better moral judgments cannot be done by ourselves “unless we 

remove ourselves, as it were, from our own natural station, and endeavour to view them as at a 

certain distance from us.”
189

  Though he pays considerable attention to the concept of sympathy, 

both positive and negative, as one of significance for the development of our moral judgments,
190

 

such judgments of moral rectitude can, ultimately, be suppressed by alternative motivations.
191

   

If we were to apply the concept of Smith‟s impartial observer directly, this offers us two 

subsequent problems of practical application.  First, such a statement assumes that the common 

man, in the case of our prevailing discussion I shall say the common businessman, is willing to 

take the time to reflect on his own motivations from an impartial position.  Second, we then 

assume that after such reflection, a businessman would then find sufficient motivation to 

overcome the forces which prompted him to ignore his better moral judgment in the first place.  

Legislation has already been passed that was intended to promote some level of reflection, 

though in circumspect and indirect ways.
192

  At best, current laws push for little more than 
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objective impact analyses, yet they do so with no objective set of variables that such an analysis 

would be required to address.  Additionally, where legislation has been put in place to allow for 

greater participation, these laws have been all but ignored in many cases.   

As a result, I would assert that legislation alone is insufficient to correct how one 

observes these moral judgments in their day to day activities.  Instead, I suggest that Smith‟s 

internal impartial observer be made external in the form of an impartial third party, like the EPA, 

who can act as a physical, rather than a metaphysical, referee throughout the siting process.  

While the strength of such a solution can be called into question, it offers the advantages of both 

a means of circumventing an indifference towards self-reflection as well as a way to address 

concerns about the strength of an actor‟s moral character. 

 

Conclusion 

The events that transpired in Kettleman City and Buttonwillow should never have 

happened.  From the very beginning, the moral abuses and injustices were rampant.  One could 

argue that these can be explained away as symptoms of the circumstances that surround the 

siting process; a drive by corporations to minimize expenditures and seek the path of least 

resistance, the benefits that an elected official can derive from increased tax revenues and 

regional job growth, and the push to implement a project as quickly as possible and make these 

benefits a demonstrable reality.  While these are all factors that no doubt contributed to the 

stories that emerged in central California, it is perhaps more apt to describe such clouded vision 

as a state of moral schizophrenia, where roughly equal precedence is placed on the individual 

drive and accumulation of wealth that makes capitalism successful and the extension of 

communal concerns and justice so derived from spiritual and religious epistemologies.   
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These are not the only problems afflicting the siting process however.  The concept of 

cost-benefit analysis is fraught with embedded epistemological assumptions that not only affect 

the way that we perceive its authority, but also how the concept is used both to justify decisions 

and exclude others from making meaningful contributions to the process.  This state of affairs is 

made more complicated by the already combative pluralistic system of interaction between 

business interests and local communities.  Prima facie expectations on both sides about the 

nature of any interaction leave emotions raw before the first meeting even takes place.  These 

problems, however, are not irreparable. 

This chapter was meant to highlight not only these difficulties, but some of the small 

changes that can be made that hold the promise of bringing about major changes.  Based on my 

brief utilitarian analysis earlier in this chapter, the deliberative democratic ideal that many 

environmental justice advocates strive for has shown itself to be an overall more just and 

equitable framework for siting decisions.  With that in mind, to avoid a discussion degenerating 

into a question of whose costs and whose benefits, it is necessary that all parties are brought 

together before any final decisions have been made to openly discuss the cost-benefit analysis 

that each of them has undertaken.  Additionally, the early introduction of an impartial third party 

can serve two purposes.  In the first place, the impartiality of the third party can help to alleviate 

undue pressure that can arise from a decision maker having a vested interest in the results of the 

siting decision.  Secondly, the third party can also act as a medium to translate the normative 

concerns of the community through a utilitarian-based discussion into concepts that can more 

easily be accommodated in traditional impact assessments by the business partners involved. 

Utilitarianism also lends its support in helping to determine what questions can be added 

to the impact analysis and how they can best be phrased with the intention of generating the most 
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equitable siting statistics possible.  Its unique insight into utility measures and the factors 

involved can offer a more robust, complete list of normative concerns that can then be translated 

into the requirements for additional information on impact studies.    

Most importantly, however, it has been my intention to show that a subtle change to the 

requirements that a company must meet when reaching a decision regarding the siting of a new 

hazardous waste facility or the expansion of an existing one has the potential to substantially 

alter the results of that siting decision.  Forcing those proposing the siting of a hazardous waste 

facility to explore multiple potential sites in some detail, doing so in terms of tangible, current 

information of substance, and then developing a more robust proposal reflective of a better 

understanding of the community they would be interacting with has the potential to more fairly 

distribute the associated health risks while still forwarding the business‟ goals of expanding its 

operations.  In the end, I believe that such a policy focused on the protection of fundamental 

rights can also offer a greater degree of respectful and productive communication between the 

company and government involved and the community residents, while at the same time 

promoting the further development of existing proposals for a more developed deliberative 

democratic process. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

There are challenges for any sort of moral theory.  In many ways this stems from the 

manner in which moral theories are reverse engineered from pre-existing concepts regarding 

what is right and what is wrong in an attempt to describe a sort of Platonic form of morality.  

This is made even more difficult by the manner in which the notions that cultures hold to be just 

and morally righteous seem to move with an ebb and flow along with the changing times and 

perspectives of their people.  Even the concept of whether it is right or wrong to kill, seemingly 

one of the most well defined moral precepts, finds the rightness or wrongness of the act judged 

based on a given circumstance.  With science and mathematics, by contrast, there is a concrete 

and unwavering foundation to build from, with the knowledge that a-squared plus b-squared will 

always equal c-squared. 

It is little surprise then that a concept such as cost-benefit analysis has found broad 

popular support.  Its principle problem, however, is its inability to adequately address pressing 

moral issues, a fact that has been observed by thinkers such as Kaldor, Wenz, and Shrader-

Frechette amongst others.  To supplement it, we have a plethora of normative-minded systems to 

choose from, some already laid out for us, and others modified to better fit our needs.  For the 

purpose of this thesis I have chosen to work within the bounds of Hare‟s two-level utilitarian 

rubric and strengthened its foundational normative structure with Sen‟s capabilities theory.  I 

have also taken time to show how such a system not only acknowledges the intrinsic value of 

human rights a priori, but how it emphasizes the protection of those rights.  Subsequent utility 

measures are then conducted through the use of these rights as instrumentally important to the 

determination of which state of affairs offers the greatest net utility.  While I did offer a limited 
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rights framework to operate within, namely that of a human right to a safe environment, I 

consciously chose to leave a broader definition of human rights vague in line with Sen‟s own 

cautionary assertions.
193

 

My choice of utilitarianism as the foundation upon which to build an alternative moral 

theory can be debated if for no other reason than because of the potential ambiguity or 

subjectivism that comes with the basic language of the system.  That is to say that whether I 

choose to compare states based on utility, happiness, capabilities, or any number of other terms 

that are available, the language that I employ determines the data that I compare and how I 

gather it, both of which are variables that can have substantial impacts on the resultant 

recommendations.  I would suggest, however, that in the context of siting decisions, it may be 

that it is less about how utility or happiness or any other abstract term can be actually defined in 

real, quantifiable terms.  Instead, it is more important that the utilitarian system offers us a means 

of structuring questions in such a way that in conjunction with cost-benefit analysis the 

ambiguous nature of normative questions can be made more tangible.  What can be offered here 

is an alternative means of highlighting an otherwise forgotten aspect of the cost-benefit system 

through a readily adaptable normative structure.  While in any system the resultant utility that is 

gained or lost between comparable states is important, in pragmatic execution of policy where 

corruption must be overcome what is perhaps more important is finding a way of raising 

fundamental moral questions in the process of reaching siting decisions in such a way that those 

participating do not feel preached at, nor dissuaded from participation by the nature of the 

questions.   
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In an attempt to emulate Smith,
194

 what I have offered is a means of bringing moral 

concerns into what is currently a largely amoral process.  I have chosen to focus on the pre-

existing structure of cost-benefit analysis and looked to the realm of normative philosophical 

theory for something that could be readily adapted to such a structure.  In this way, normative 

concerns can be developed into innocuous additional questions and qualifiers that can be added 

to the process of assessing environmental impacts.  By requiring a greater degree of non-

negotiable disclosure, complicated and abstract concerns can be made easier to recognize and 

more relatable.   

Is this proposed method of implementation through an altered utilitarianism better than an 

alternative such as Hunold and Young‟s deliberative democracy?  I do not see this as being the 

case because, as I attempted to demonstrate in chapter 3, the use of utilitarianism as a foundation 

in no way precludes the implementation of deliberative democratic ideals.  To the contrary, I see 

a utilitarian study of the given gains and losses in utility when comparing deliberative democracy 

to cost-benefit analysis advocating the implementation and expansion of deliberative democratic 

ideals.  The benefits it offers to the population at large are substantial, while the detriments to the 

businesses would be few assuming they were able to adequately restructure their siting 

procedures to accommodate such a paradigm.  The principle difficulty lies not necessarily in the 

process of seeing new legislation implemented, but rather in the transition from a predominantly 

pluralistic manner of interaction between businesses and communities in siting discussions 

towards an open and collaborative discourse.  Even during this process, however, the 

introduction of utilitarian language into the discourse provides a means of clarifying and 
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translating moral concerns into concepts more tangible for business, and facilitates a greater level 

of cooperation and collaboration. 

 

Section 1 

 To that end, I take something of a Darwinian view regarding the progressive 

implementation of policy changes.  That is to say that I advocate small but impactful changes to 

the siting process that have the potential to indirectly bring about far broader changes with less of 

an open exchange of hostilities that might result from protracted lobbyist confrontations on 

Capitol Hill.  Targeted changes with strong enforcement from governmental agencies have the 

advantage of slowly, but inexorably, changing the lenses of those involved.
195

  In the same way 

that the moral views of a society change over time to accommodate new laws, stronger 

enforcement, and greater social tolerance across society at large, such changes can take place 

within the business-world as well in spite of all the Hobbesian hurdles one may inevitably 

confront.  Ricardo Rozzi makes the assertion that changing our lenses to appreciate something 

different, if only for a moment, can have a powerful impact on our worldview,
 196

 and I believe 

that this is applicable to both sub-Antarctic flora in the context he was speaking as well as the 

way that citizens and businesses view the social world around us and our responsibilities to it. 

Quantifying utility in terms of units of happiness is unnecessary.  What is more beneficial 

is to use the strengths of economic cost-benefit analysis, the readily quantifiable measures of 

profit and loss, expenditure and savings, and it‟s widespread popularity as a means of sponsoring 

critical reflection on a given proposal.  If we look at a community that is already home to one 
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hazardous waste facility, for example, does the meager gain in tax revenues to the county or state 

justify the increased health burden that the people will be subjected to?  Perhaps more pointedly, 

were those involved in the approval of the new facility even aware that more than one facility 

already existed in the town in question? 

Such critical reflection must be supported by the protection of the peoples‟ right to 

participate which, by happy coincidence, offers yet another quantifiable means of determining 

utility gains versus loss; in terms of their votes.  The people who take to the streets in protest, 

attend town hall meetings to ask questions of scientists, businessmen, and politicians, and cast 

their votes on the issues that they care most about have no doubt already done their own internal 

utilitarian critique.  They have seen what the effects of the first, or even second, hazardous waste 

facility have been or seen the effects on other towns, and can surmise what the further costs of 

housing a new facility would be.  If a town so staunchly opposes the siting of a hazardous waste 

facility that a democratic poll shows a staggering degree of opposition, this begs the question as 

to whether moving forward with such a project be morally justifiable? 

We can see that cost-benefit analysis is not bad in and of itself, nor should it be removed 

from the siting process entirely.  It serves a useful and important function.  The problem is that it 

is being used to address problems of morality that it was never designed to confront.  

Furthermore, It is not a question as to whether or not something needs to be done to change the 

system and put an end to environmental injustices, it is more a question of how.  We can take 

heart that some small changes have already been implemented and, in spite of the steps that we 

have taken backwards, some small progress has been made.  To bring about a broader change, 

however, we have two options; first, we can make a broad, sweeping transition from the current 

paradigm of reaching siting decisions to a framework that is substantially different and offers a 
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greater consideration for extensions of fairness to communities.  Second, we can make smaller, 

more pointed changes that will have the advantage of being implemented faster and can be 

changed more easily than a sweeping overhaul, but carry the disadvantage of taking time to 

effect a broader changing of lenses.  The only question that then remains is which one to choose. 
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